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ABSTRACT

An iceberg risk analysis was performed for a network of 3 pipelines proposed by Petro

Canada (1983) to allow the transpon of natural gas on the Makkovik Bank to a landfall at

Cape Harrison on the Labrddor Coast. 1be risk analysis originally performed indicated

that scouring icebergs would make direct contact with these three pipelines an average of

thineen times per year (total for all three) if the pipelines were trenched to provide a

cover depth of 2.5 m. The required burial depth to reduce failure rates to one every

second year for the pipeline network was estimated to be approximately 5 ill, which was

not considered technically feasible.

Since the original Petro-Canada (1983) analysis, a significant amount of work has been

done on iceberg scour and the associated risk to subsea facilities. Given increasing

interest in the development of offshore nalural gas reserves, it was considered wonhwhile

10 perfonn a review of the original wort. and, if wammted, perform another risk analysis.

Cenain e1emenlS of the original risk analysis were identified as being extremely

conservative: the IDean scour depth, the iceberg draft distribution. and the method used to

delennine the proponion of icebergs scouring over Ihe pipelines.

In order to perfonn a risk analysis for the pipeline network, a model was developed to

estimate iceberg grounding rates on the seabed. The model was tested using data from

the Grund Banks, where iceberg parameters are fairly-well established. The model was



verified using scour rates estimated at the Hibernia and White Rose sites from seabed

surveys and was found to provide reasonable estimates of iceberg scour rates.

Data for the Makkovik Bank was reviewed for use in the grounding model, to allow

calculation of pipeline scour crossing rates and to detennine Ole scour depth distribution.

The failure rates depend on the criterion used to define pipeline failure. If direct contact

between a scouring iceberg keel and a trenched pipeline was defined as failure (which

was the criterion used for the Petro-Canada (1983) analysis) then the mean time between

failures for the three pipelines with 2.5 m cover varied from 18 to 23 years, with a

resulting melln time between failures of 7.5 years for the entire network. While the

direct-contact criterion was commonly used at the time of the original anaJysis, modem

analyses require a cleanmce between a scouring iceberg keel and the top of the pipeline.

If a conservative criterion of I scour depth clearance between the scouring pipeline keel

and the crown of the pipeline (i.e. 2 m CO\'er for I m scour) is used 10 define pipeline

failure, the mean time between failures for the three pipelines (2.5 m cover) varies from

3.4 to 5.3 yean, with a mean time between failure e\'ents for the pipeline network of 1.4

years. A detailed analysis of pipeline response would yield more favourable results.

Additional work is recommended to allow beller definition of scour parameters and

iceberg frequency. A high-<Iuality seabed survey would likely indicate a shallower me:m

scour depth than was used in the anlllysis (0.75 m), potcntillily in the range currently used

for pipeline risk anlllyses for the Grand Banks « 0.5 m).
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lNTRODUCTION

The development of Newfoundland and Labrador's offshore hydrocarbon reserves has

been complicated by the presence of icebergs, which have the potential to damage

drilling and production platforms, and subsea facilities such as wellheads and pipelines.

Despite these risks, development of petroleum reserves on the Grand Banks has

proceeded. At this point, natural gas reserves on the Grand Banks and the Labrador Shelf

have not yet been developed.

Total offshore natural gas reserves for Newfoundland and Labrador are estimated to be

262 xlO9 m3 (CNOPB, 2001), of which 142.4 x109 m) are locllted on the Grand Banks

and 119.6 X109 m3 are locatcd on the Labrador Shelf. Figure J shows the location of the

various natural gas deposits, along with the volume associated with each site. For

comparison, the lotal gas reserves for the Sable Island field have been estimated to be

171x109 m3 (CNSOPB, 1997), while Deep Panuke has been estimated to contain

26.3x109 m3 of recoverable natural gas (PanCanadian, 2(02). Pipelines are used to

transport Nova Scotia's natural gas to shore, however icebergs are not a consideration for

this region. No major pipeline developments exist in waters subject to iceberg

incurSIOns.

Subsea pipelines are often trenched to provide insulation, stability and protection from

fishing activities, anchors and dropped objects. On the Gmnd Banks and the Labrador

Shelf, an additional consideration is icebergs that are driven into the seabed by

environmental forees drift, plowing out linear features known as iceberg scours. A



number of studies have been conducled to assess iceberg scour risk to gas pipelines on

the Grand Banks (C-CORE 1999, 2000, 2oola). 11lese studies used iceberg scour rates

derived either from numerical modeling of iceberg drift and grounding or an

interpretation of scour density observed during seabed surveys. Scour width, depth and

length parameters were based on comprehensive seabed surveys, The stress/strain

response of pipeline 10 icebergs scouring over (bul nOI contacting) the buried pipeline

was analyzed using finite elc:menl modeling. These studies have shown pipelines to be a

feasible method for transporting natural gas in this region.

The iceberg conditions on the Labrador Shelf are much more severe than those on the

Grand Banks. Icebergs are more frequent than on the Grand Banks and the density of

scours visible on the seabed is grealer. An iceberg scour risk analysis was performed by

Petro-Canada (1983) for pipelines linking the Bjllmi and North Bjami sites wilh a

landfall at Cllre Hamson on the Labrador Coast. VlIriOUS pipeline configurlliions were

analyzed, however the base case consisted of three pipelines (a pigging pipeline and

redundant flowlines). The risk analysis indicated that wilh a 2.5 m cover depth (distance

from pipe crown to surface) each pipeline would be suuck by an iceberg keel three times

annually. In order to reduce impact frequency to one collision every IWO years for all

three pipelines (required in order to allow time for repair while maintaining operation) it

was necessary to have cover depths in the 4 to 8 m range. II is worth nOting that the

criterion for fllilure for the Pelro-Canada sludy was direct pipeline/iceberg contact,

whereas an 1I110wance for sub-scour soil deformations is typical in modem risk analyses.



t.1 Objedives

In order 10 determine the risk to pipelines on the Labrador Shelf, the following objectives

were addressed:

Initially, a thorough review of the original risk analysis was performed. This

allowed any aspects of the analysis, assumptions or par.ul1.cters that may have led

to overly conservative results to be identified.

A simple grounding modcl was developed that allowed iceberg scour rates to be

calculated. The grounding model was calibraled using data from the Grand

Banks, where the environmental parameters and scour rates have been

determined with a cenain degree of confidence.

A risk analysis was performed for the base case pipeline scenario using the

grounding model and the besl available sitc-specific information. Where

appropriatc, differences between the input parameters and those used in the

original Petro-Canada (1983) analysis were identified. Risk levels associated

with a 2.5 m cover deplh were determined. These values were determined

considering direct contact (as with the original analysis) and with a sub-gouge

deformation allowance.

Figure 2 is a f10wchan that illustrates the gencml approach used for the pipeline risk

analysis, along wilh references to the corresponding Scctions.
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ICEBERG SCOUR AND RISK TO TRENCIlED PIPELlJIr.'ES

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief review of the iceberg scour phenomenon

and the associated risk to trenched pipelines. Ahhough there has been a substantial body

of research published on iceberg scour, this is not intended 10 be an cxhausti\'c review of

the topic. Pipelines laid directly on the seabed are exposed to both free-floating and

scooring icebergs, however the risk from flee-floating icebergs is II separate issue and

will not be addressed. Other approaches for protecting pipelines from ice scouring have

been considered, such 115 protective berms, freezing the soil around II pipeline (Palmer et

aI., 1979), or strengthening the soil around the pipe using cement (Morgenstern and

Sterne, 1980). However, the focus here will be on pipelines thai have been trenched, a

widely used melhod for pipeline protection, without the use of any additional protective

No major pipelines have been constructed in areas prone to iceberg scouring, and a

review of the available literature indicates no pipeline failures attributed to iceberg

scouring, Howe\'er, EI-Tahan et al. (1985) documented 25 incidents of damage to

submarine communications cables thai were altributed to iceberg impacl. Pipeline

failures have been auributed to scouring by ice ridge keels, which are fonned when sea or

lake ice is rafted by environmental forces. Although the source of the ice differs, the

mechanism involved in the scouring process is essentially the Slime, and much of the

early work in ice scour risk analysis was conducted 10 assess the risk posed by ice ridge

keel scouring to pipelines in the Beaufort Sea. The 197sn9 failure of a water supply



pipeline in Great Slave Lake was attributed to ice ridge keel scouring (Noble and

Comfort, 1980). Damage to gas pipelines in Lake Erie from ice ridge keel scouring has

also been reported (Gmss. 1986).

The analysis of the risk pose<! to trenched pipelines by scouring icebergs can be broken

down into three steps: (1) the assessment of the frequency of scour formation on the

seabed in the vicinity of a pipeline, (2) the rate at which scours would be expected to

cross a pipeline, and (3) the probability that the scour.crossing event results in damage to

the pipeline.

2.2 Iceberg Scours

2.2.1 OrigilloflcebergScours

Icebergs arc fonned when masses of ice calve from glaciers. The majority of icebergs in

the North Atlantic originate from the west coast of Greenland, where iceberg production

is concentrated in 21 glaciers (Murray, 1969). 11 is estimated that it takes approximately

three years for an iceberg to drift from its source glacier to the Grand Banks (Kollmeyer.

1977). FigufC 3 shows the general drift pattern of icebergs in the vicinity of Greenland

and the east coast of Canada. along with a number of documented grounding sites (Lewis

and Blasco, 1990). When an iceberg drifts into a water depth that is less than its draft,

the keel can displace the sediment to form a scour or pit feature.



Figure 3 Iceberg source, drift pattern and known grounding sites off Greenland and
Eastern Canada (Lewis and Blasco, 1990)



2.2.2 Scour Morph%gy

Figure 4 (from Woodworth-Lynas, 1992) shows scour features associated with an iceberg

scouring through a fine-grained sediment. This figure is based on a 3-dimensional model

of the iceberg "Bertha" that was observed during the DIGS (Dynamics of Iceberg

Grounding and Scouring) project (Hodgson ~t al., 1988), conducted on the Makkovik

Bank. This iceberg had a waterline length (maximum waterline dimension) of 160 m, a

draft of 110 m and a mass of appro~imalely2 million lannes.

As an iceberg scours through the sediment it pushes a mound of sediment (leading edge

surcharge) in front of the keel fhal accumulates and spills to either side of the scouring

keel to fonn berms. Woodworth-Lynas (1992) gives a detailed description of scour

features observed during submersible surveys of the seabed during Ihe DIGS project.

These included blocks (I to 2 m) of sediment on the top of the berms: smaller blocks of

sediment (5 to 50 em) on the outer nann of the berms: a network of open fractures «I to

20 em wide) on the inside of the beIID: occasional dissolution "oids in the SCOW" trough

(up to 2 m wide and I m deep), presumably formed by blocks of ice broken from the

keel: and ridges and grooves on the inside the berm and the bottom of the scour.

presumably caused by irregularities on the bottom of the scouring keel. When a scouring

iceberg enlcn a slightly deeper part of the seabed (i.e. a depression or an older. deeper.

scour) it will push sediment into the depression and occasionally shear off the top of any

protrusions. forming nat-topped mounds. The boUoms of the scours appeared to be nat.

suggesting that the iceberg keels were reshaped during the scouring process. Scours

formed in non-cohesive scdiments (sand) would not be expected to have the same range



of detail as those observed in cohesive sediments, however the same basic features would

be observed (henns, trough, frontal mound).

Figure 4 Iceberg scouring through fine-grained sediment, with some characteristic
features indicated (Woodworth-Lynas et al., 1992, with modifications)
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In addition to small-scale features, scours also display large-scale features with regards to

their overall shape. Many scours are Straighl, but others display ITIOT'e complex shapes.

The straight scours are classified as linear, scours with a single curve (usually the scour

itself is a single large curve) are classified as arcuate, while 8 scour with 2 or more curves

is classified as sinuous (Geonautics, 1989).

Figure 5 (Geonautics, 1989) shows the scour dimensions that would be typically be

recorded. Berm height is not a consideration for pipeline risk. Detailed discussion of the

pOlrameters relevant to pipeline risk may be found in Chapter 6: It is wonh noting that the

scour width is defined as the distance between the top of thc berms, rather than the width

of the incision. Incision width can only be dctennined accurately using high quality

sounder data. and cannot be measured at all using sidescan data, however berms IlI1:

relatively easy to discern. The result is a systematic overestimation of scour width. The

orientalion of the vessel relati\'e to the scour is required to apply the appropriale

corrections to the data for measuring width. Scour depth is an imponant {aclor in

pipeline risk. however interpreting scour depth is complicated by the presence of scours

with depths less than the resolution of the measuring system (PERD, 2(00).

Measurements of scour length can be complicated by the fact that scours often extend

outside the survey area. Average scour lengths on the Grand Banks are on the order of

0.6 km (PERD, 2000), but an extreme scour length of 24 km has been inferred on the

Grand Banks from trajectory data (Banke, 1989a). Approximately It km of this scour

has actually been verified from seabed surveys. Some very long scours have also been

II



inferred from iceberg trajectory data on the Labrador Shelf, (Woodworth-Lynas and

Simms, 1985) but none of these have been verified from seabed records.

Figure 5 Iceberg scour showing relevant dimensions (Geonautics, 1989)

Figure 6 shows a sidescan mosaic from the Saglek Bank on the Labrador Shelf in 172 m

water depth. This mosaic shows the extremely dense scouring that can be observed on

the Labrador Shelf.

12



Figure 6 Sidescan sonar mosaic recorded on the Saglek Bank in 1979 in 172m of water
showing IOCalion of submersible dive and two promincnt furrows, "A" and
"e", and a largc pit, "B" (Hodgson et aI., 1988)

13



2.2.3 Relid Scou1'$

One of the faclors Ihat complicate the interpretalion of scour parameters from seabed

records is the presence of relict scours. A relict scour is a very old scour that may hne

been fonned during a previous ice age and is nOI considered represenlative of lhe modem

scouring regime. Relict ice scours have been cxcavated on the prairies (Woodworth.

Lynas, 1993) and observed preserved in '"fossil" fonn in rock. Relict scours ha\'e also

been documented in the Laurentian Channel and on t!Je 51. Pierre Bank (King, 1976),

which are areas not nonnally associated with modem-day ice sc~ur. Although these

scours were not dated, it has been estimated that there has nOt been any significant source

of icebergs in the region within the last 12.000 years (King, 1976). An analysis of pollen

in a sediment core from an iceberg pit off Notre Dame BIlY at 260 m water· depth

indicated an age of 9500 years, while the analysis of a core from a scour in Conceplion

Bay at a water depth of 183 m indicated an age of 6500 years (Mundie, 1986). These

observations emphasize the extreme age of some of these features. Filion and Harmes

(1982) slated that the deglaciation of the Saglek Bank, on the nonhem Labrador Shelf,

occurred between 8406 10 6000 yean ago. This is within the age range noled for relict

scours on the Grand Banks and suggesLs that r:clici scours should also be common in the

vicinity of the Makkovik Bank.

Relict scour marks have also been observed in water depths greater than is generally

considered to be possible for modem scouring. Lewis and Blasco (1990) report scours at

water depths of 750m, well beyond the maximum observed iceberg draft of

approximately 230m. These relict scours also tend 10 be wider and deeper than modem

14



scours. Observations on the I....abrador Shelf indicate the distribution of relict scour

orientation can differ significantly from that of modem scours, presumably due to

differing iceberg drift patterns (Todd, 1988),

The presence of relict scours interferes with the derivation of scour parnmeters in various

ways. Relict ,scours, which tend to be both wider and deeper than modem scours,

influence the evaluation of these parameters for modem scours when it is not possible to

make a distinction between the relict and modem scours. Although relict scours can be

observed in very deep water, a mixture of relict and modem scours have been noted in

water depths around 180 ill (Banie, 1980). It is not unlikely that some of the less distinct

scours secn in Figure 6 are relict. Thus, estimations of scour rate bascd solely on the

density of scours observed on the seabed can be influenced by the presence of relict

2.2.4 Iceberg Pits

Iceberg pits arc circular or near-circular seabed fcatures fonned by grounding icebergs,

Several pit features are visible in Figure 6, Pits can fonn in a number of ways. A

grounding iceberg may have insufficient driving forces to initiate scouring and become

grounded, fOffiling a depression on the seabed. Similarly, a scouring iceberg may stop

due to insufficient driving forces and become grounded. A bearing capacity failure due

to oscillatory wavc loading, and potentially liquefaction of the seabed sediment, results in

the formation of a pit (Davidson and Simms, 1997). Alternatively, as observed during

DIGS (Hodgson et al., 1988), an iceberg rOlling or splitting event may result in the
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iceberg striking the seabed energetically, fonning a pit. Bass and Woodworth·Lynas

(1988) have also documented several cases of chains of craters observed during seabed

surveys of the Labrador Shelf. Pits as deep as 10 m have been documemed on the Grand

Banks (Barrie et aI., 1986), however the mean pit depth is on the order of 1.2 m (C

CORE, 2001 b). The risk to trenched pipelines from pits, as opposed to scours, is less

because the average pit covers a smaller area than the average scour and there are fewer

pits than scours. For pipelines at White Rose, the risk from pitting icebergs was less than

10% of the risk from scouring icebergs (C-CORE, 2oola).

2.3 Scour Formation Rate

The scour ratc is a significant faclor in assessing risk to trenched pipelines. A number of

methods have been employed to estimate the rate at which iceberg scours form on the

seabed. These methods are described and their potential application to assessing scour

rates on the Makkovik Bank are discussed.

2.3.1 Repetitive Mappi"K

Repetitive mapping allows the scour rate to be calculated directly from the surveyed area,

using Ihe number of new scour features observed and the time interval between surveys.

The area surveyed, the scour ratc, and the resolution of the instrumemation used to survey

the seabed are all considerations when using this approach. The relatively low scour rate

on the Grand Banks has resulted in few new scours being observed during repetitive

mapping exercises. Lewis et al. (1986) could not positively identify any new scours

while resurveying 130 km of line data on Ihe Grand banks, however using a statistical
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approach a scour rate of IxlO· l scourslkm2/year was estimated. Meyers et al. (1996)

identified 2 new scours from resurveyed lines between Hibernia and White Rose,

allowing a scour rate of 6.7xlO·4 scourslkm2/year to be estimated based on an elapsed

period of II years and a total survey area of 273 km2 (based on a total line length of 700

km and a swath width just under 400 m). The results of two other repetitive mapping

efforts (i.e. Geonautics, 1991) yielded similar results. It was concluded by Geonautics

(1991) that the use of mosaics providing 100% seabed covemge would be required to

reliably assess scour rates.

Geonautics (1987) discussed the establishment of a repetitive mapping network using a

site on the Makkovik Bank It was thought that substantially higher iceberg densities at

this site would yield a significant number of new scours when the seabed was resurveyed,

resulting in more reliable estimates of scour rates. The site recommended by Geonautics

(1987) was later surveyed during the DIGS study (Hodgson et aI., 1988), and was

referred to as the "repetitive mapping mosaic". Three other sites were also surveyed

during DIGS (see Figure 60). Also shown are two surveys by Geomarine (1976, 1980)

and two other mosaics for which the source has yet to be detennined. Therefore, the

potential exists to use repetitive mapping 10 detennine the scour rale on the Makkovik

Bank based on existing survey data, however the cost of this exercise would be a

consideration.
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2.3.2 Scour Rates Hosed Otl Observed St:our Density

A number of approaches have been used to estimate scour rates from the observed

density of scours on the seabed. Amos and Barrie (1982) estimated scour rates between

5xlO4 and 6xlO-3 scourslkm2/year in the vicinity of Hibernia using the assumption that

scours observed to cut through megaripple fields on the seabed we~ formed since the

previous Storm event capable of mobilizing the seabed, a period that they conservatively

assumed to be 20 years. Gaskill et al. (1985) used scour density, scour depth distribution

and sediment infifl rates to obtain scour rates ranging from 9x10~ (Hibernia) to IxlO··

scourslkm21year for various sites on the Grand Banks. Lewis and Parrott (1987) used

sediment infill rates to estimale a scour rate of 3.3xlO·3 scourslkm2/year for the Hibernia

region. Woodwor1h·Lynas (1983) l'roposed an approach that required dating a limited

number of scours using sediment cores and using scour cross-cutling relationships to

delennine scour rates. However, this approach has not yel been used to detennine scour

The method that is currenlly most often used to estimate scour rates on the Grand Banks

is based on the inception of modem scouring. Lewis et al. (1987) suggesled that modem

scouring began on the Grand Banks about 2500 years ago with the slrenglhening of the

inner branch of the Labrador Current, and used this as a basis for calculating a scour rate

of 4xlO.4 scourslkm21year for the Hibernia site. This scouring period has also been used

to calculate scour rates of IxlO·3 scourslkm2/year for the White Rose site (C-CORE,

200lb), based on observed scour densities at these sites. This lechnique is suited to

shallower water depths on the Grand Banks since relici scours are nOI present.
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The use of scour density to calculate scour rate is not suited to the Makkovik Bank due to

insufficient data regarding sediment mobility, sedimentation rates, the age of specific

scour marks, or the time since the inception of modem scouring (if applicable). The

presence of relict scours is an additional complicating factor. However, scour r'J1eS for

which there arc a reasonaqle degree of confidence could be used to calibrate a numerical

model that could then be applied to the Makkovik Bank.

2.3.3 GrQu/ldillg Models

Scour rates can be estimated using iceberg frequency, draft distribution and bathymetry.

The AGe grounding model (d'Apo~lonia and Lewis, 1986) divided the seabed floor into

a grid with a cell size of 5 nautical miles, and calculated the number of iceberg

groundings from the range of water depths for each cell, the annual number of icebergs

drifting into each cell, and the iceberg draft distribution. Icebergs were introduced at a

specified rate along an arbitnlTy line of latitude (i.e. 400 icebergs/year at 48°N for the

Grand Banks), with an east/west distribution based on the distribution of iceberg

sightings. A number of options were available with this model, including: a choice of

four different draft distributions (Geomarine, 1987), the ability 10 simulate melting and

degradation by constantly decreasing the number total number of icebergs as a function

of SOUlhward drift, unifonn southerly drift and non-uniform drift, and truncating the

iceberg draft distribution according to the water depth.
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The results obtained from the AGe grounding model depended on the panicular set of

input parameters used. Lewis and Parrott (1987) used the AGC grounding model to

obtain a grounding rale of approximately 4x10-4 scourslkrnz/ye<lr for the Hibernia site,

however they noted that using an alternate draft distribution yielded a scour rate an order

of magnitude higher. Lewis et al. (1987) showed resuhs from the AGC grounding model

thai indicated grounding rates of 3.5xlO-J scoursfkm2/year for the Hibernia site. Figure 7

shows grounding rates calculated for the Grand Banks and the Makkovik Bank

(d' Apollonia and Lewis, 1986). Grounding rates of approximately 2xIO·J and 0.1

scourslkmz/year were predicted for the Hibernia and Bjami sites, respectively

Geonautics (1987), who also calculated comparable grounding rates for the Makkovik

Bank, made a comparison with grounding rates inferred from iceberg trajectory data

collected during drilling operations and concluded Ihat the AGe model predicted

grounding rales that were several times higher. It appears that, due to the lack of siles

with known grounding rates, that !he AGe model was never properly calibrated. If this

had been the case, the proper combination of input parameters could have been assessed. ~

More recently, PERD (2000) applied a simplified approach using the iceberg draft

distribution and the annual iceberg flux and w<lter depth range in lhe Hibernia degree

square to estimate a scour rale of 4xlO·4 scourslkm2/year.

It is possible to use a numerical model to predict scour rutes for Ihe Makkovik Bank.

However, the model would have to be calibrated by using sites where scour rates have

been delennined with a reasonable degree of cenainty using alternate methods (i.e.
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inception of scouring) and comparing those values with scour/grounding rates calculated

from the model.

4.'

4.'

56' 5:;'

". ,S•.~=--c,,,,,.c----'~,,"'.~L--;;,7!5' 5'"
Figure 7 Grounding rates (#/lOOkm2/ycar) from AGe model (from d'Apollonia and

Lewis, 1986) for Grand Banks (top) and Makkovik Bank (bottom)
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2.3.4 Groundillgs Illferred from Iceberg Trajectory Data

Many icebergs thai ground remain in COnlact with the seabed and arc immobile for a

considerable pcriod of time. Grounding durations as long as a month have been reponed

on the Labrador Shelf (El-Tahan et aI., 1985). Several studies have focused on analyzing

iceberg trajectory data, to determine grounding frequencies (Barrie et aI., 1981;

Woodwonh-Lynas et aI., 1985; El-Tahan et aI., 1985; Banke, 1989b), which, in tum,

could be used 10 estimate iceberg scouring frequencies. Most of the iceberg trajeclory

data used during these studies w.as in the form of radar sightings from drill-rigs.

It was recognized that many iceberg groundings would not necessarily result in extended

periods of immobility. Various criteria were defined to allow iceberg trajectory data to

be used to determine grounding events based on relatively brief periods of immobility.

Barrie et al. (1981) identified icebergs having a constant range and bearing for 4-6 hours

or more, exhibiting erralic motion or extremely slow drift speeds as being grounded.

Woodworth-Lynas et a!. (1985) classified icebergs exhibiting no motion for more thun 12

hours as being grounded, with shoner periods classified as possible groundings. EI

Tahan et al. (1985) considered iceberg sighting from drill-rig and shore-based radar,

satellite telemetry and from International Ice Patrol surveys, and developed different

classification systems for each dala source. For drill-rig sightings, icebergs immobile for

less than 6 hours were not considered to be grounded, icebergs immobile for 24 hours or

more were considered positive groundings, and icebergs immobile for periods of 6 to 24

hours were classified (no grounding, probable grounding or positive grounding) using the

motion of other icebergs, repons from ice observers, environmenial forces and
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comparisons of measured iceberg drafts to waler depth. Banke (I989b) considered

icebergs immobile for 24 hours or more in water depths less than 200 m to be definite

groundings.

Based on an analysis of iceberg uaek data collected on the northeast Grand Banks from

1983 to 1989, Banke (l989b) estimated the grounding frequency to be approximately

2x10-" groundingslkm2/year. which is lower than scour rates based on seabed records, but

compamble in magnitude. Including probable groundings increased this value 50%.

C·CORE (200ld) identified 9 potential grounding evenlS (Figure 8) on the Grand Banks

during the 2000 iceberg season, based on an analysis of iccberg trujectories, ship reports

and environmental driving conditions. All these groundings occurred in 130 m water

depth and less. Using the area in Figure 8 less than this depth (-14,500 kln2) gives an

approximate grounding rate of 6xlO-" groundingslkm2/year, which compares fairly well

with values from other sources. Other studies (Barrie et aI., 1981; Woodworth-Lynas et

al., 1985; EI-Tahan et aI., 1985) focused primarily on icebergs on the Labrador Shelf and

reported their results in tenns of the pcn:entage of icebergs that grounded, rather than the

frequency or density of grounding events. Barrie et al. (1981) reported an ave~ge of 9%

of icebergs grounding once or more on the Makkovik Bank (two years of data), while

Woodworth-Lynas et at. (1985) reported 3% and EI-Tahan et al. (1985) reponed 6%

(seven years of data).

A comparison of the grounding ratcs for the Makkovik Bank indicates that the results

depended on the grounding criteria used and the interpretation of the data. An analysis of
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available iceberg track data for the Makkovik Bank could be performed to give an

estimate of grounding rate (#/knbyear) for verification purposes, however the reliability

associated with this approach would not make it suitable as a sole means of assessing

grounding rates.

Figure 8

498W 49.6W 49.4W 491W 49.DW 48.8W 48.6W 48.4W 48.1W 48W 478W

Iceberg groundings (with associated iceberg identification numbers) during
2000 iceberg season (C-CORE, 200 Id), along with iceberg scour features
from Grand Banks Scour Catalog
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2.4 "'requency of Pipeline Scour Crossing Events

A number of approaches have been proposed to estimate the rate at which scours cross

over a pipeline. Allan (1986) described a method that used iceberg frequency, drift

pattcrn. draft distribution, scour riseup and water depth to calculate scour crossing

frequency for pipelines. This was also the approach used by Petro-Canada (1983) for the

Bjami Development Study and is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. Pilkington and

Marcellus (1983) proposed a similar method for estimating ice ridge keel crossing rates

that involved the use of the keel draft distribution and drift speed. These approaches

essentially incorporated a scouring model directly into the scour-crossing calculation.

The emphasis here will be on methods thaI used grounding or scouring rates assessed

independently (through modeling, seabed surveys or trajectory analysis) along with sQme

scour parameters (i.e. length, width, orientation) to calculate pipeline scour crossing

frequencies. These relationships were originally developed to assess ice ridge keel

crossing rates, however they apply equally well to iceberg scours.

Weeks et al. (1983) proposed a relationship describing the total number, N, of ice features

that would scour over a pipeline during its proposed lifetime:

N~ gTLpsinr (2.1)

where g is the average number of scours per kilometer per year occuning along the

pipe.line route, T is the proposed lifetime of the pipeline (years), Lp is length of the

pipeline and r is the angle between the pipeline route and the gouges. The gouge

frequency, which was assessed from an analysis of the scour density on the seabed, was
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expressed in lerms of a linear, rather Ihan areal, basis. This can be reconciled with

current scour rale stalistics, as will be discussed.

Nessim (1986) developed the following relationship 10 predict the number of scours, 4

per unit length of a linear IrnCk (i.e. pipeline) with an orientation ,..

(2.2)

where p is lhe areal density of scours, i, is the mean scour length, a is Ihe scour

orientation andjfa) is the associated probability density function.

Gaskill and Lewis (1988) derived the following relationship 10 calculate the probability,

P(I), that a given scour would cross over II pipeline:

P(I)= 2l~~, (2.3)

where I, is the scour length, ~ is the pipeline length, and a is lhe area of the region

around Ihe pipeline in which the scour can form. A random distribution of scour

direction and a constanl scour length was assumed.

ASlafyev et a!. (1997) developed a melhod for calculating tile number of scours crossing

a pipeline based on Buffon's Needle, which is a classical problem that considers the

probability of a needle dropped on a lined piece of paper crossing a line (the needle

length was assumed to be less than lhe spacing between lhe lines). Assuming many

needles (or scours) with a uniform distribution (density lind orientation) on a surface, a

solulion was developed for the crossings of one line (or pipeline) of lhe fonn:
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(2.4)

where N is the number of crossings, Lp is the pipeline length, p is the scour density and

r,is Ihe mean scour length.

PERD (2()(x}) gave a relationship describing the annual number of icebergs scouring to a

specified depth over a pipeline. If the term describing keel penetration depth is set to a

value of one, all scour crossings are calculated, giving an annual number of pipeline

crossings,N",of:

(2.5)

where[.c is the scour rate (#/unit area/year), Bis the mean scour width, Lp is the pipeline

length, a is the scour orientation, If! is the pipeline orientlltion and i. is the mean scour

length.

For all intents, the previous equations can be trcllted as equivalent. The '8 tcnn from the

Weeks et al. (1983) equation can be calculated directly from the scour rate and average

SCOUT length. The Gaskill and Lewis (1988) equation considers one scour, but this would

be equivalent to scour mte if the average time interval between scour events was included

and the event was averaged over the specified area, a, essentially reducing this equation

to the same form as that developed by Astafyev et al. (1997). The PERD (2000) equation

includes average scour width, however this is actually a very minor term if it is

considered that the mean scour width for the Grand Banks is 25 m and pipelines typically

are on the order of kilomelers long. The PERD (2000) equation does not explicitly give
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an integration teon, as does Nessim (1986), but this seems to be implied. The Nessim

(1986) equation seems to be the most complete of the equations, in that it includes the

distribution of scour orientations. If the scour orientation is unifoon, Nessim's equation

is equivalent to that derived by Astafyev et al. (1997).

2.5 Probability of Scour Crossing Event Causing Pipeline Failure

Once the rate at which scours cross the trenched pipeline has been established, the

proportion of these events that cause failure of the pipeline is required in order to

calculate the overall failure rate. The following sections describe various approaches to

this problem.

2.5./ Direct Pipeline COlltact

Initially, it was assumed that direct contact between the keel and the pipeline was

required to cause damllge to a pipeline. Therefore, the probability that a scour event

would cause damage to a pipeline was based solely on the distribution of scour

penetration depths (e.g. Pilkington and Marcellus, 1981; Petro-Canada, 1983; Weeks el

aI., 1983; Gaskill et aI., 1985; Allan, 1986; Pilkington, 1986). For example, Pilkington

(1986) gave the following relationship:

(2.6)

where ND is the number of scours reaching a specified depth, NQ is the annual number of

scour crossings for a pipeline, T is the lifetime of the project, k is. a constant describing

the exponential distribution of gouge depths and C is the pipeline cover depth. Equation

2.6 can be solved explicitly for burial depth if all other pammeters (including the
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accepmble number of keel comacts) can be determined. However, this approach is no

longer acceptable, since it does noc accoUn! for soil defonnations below !he scouring

keel.

2.5.2 Subscour Soil Deformatiolls and Pipeline Response

Soil deformations have been observed during excavations of exposed relict ice scour

features (Woexlworth-Lynas, 1993), although !he soil motions observed are primarily in

the vertical direction. Been et al. (1990) described thc types of deformations expectcd to

occur bt<neath a scour. Figure 9(from PERD, 2000) shows an ice feature creating a scour

mark in sedimcnt. Figure 9(a) shows the creation of a rupture surface in front of thc

advancing keel. Figure 9(b) shows several features: a frontal mound of sediment thai

accumulates in front of the keel, a "dead wedge" of sediment in front of the keel mat

remains relatively stable, and a rupture surface that defines the failure plane in the soil.

Also shown are three zones: (I) soil is displaced by thc keel (any pipeline would be

contacted directly), (2) soil undergoes plastic deformation, decreasing in magnitude with

depth (potentially causing significam loads in a pipeline), and (3) soil undergoes very

little deformation. Figure 9(c) shows the vertical movement of soil directly in front of the

advancing keel. While a number of analytical models have been developed to estimate

scour reaction forces (e.g. Chari, 1975; Fcnoo, 1975i Been ct aI., 1990; Surkov, 1995;

Walter and Phillips, 1998) these have not becn useful for assessing soil defonnations.

This has largely been accomplished through physical modeling.
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Figure 9 Ice gouge mechanisms (a) plan view. (b) section A-A'. (c) section B-B'
(PERD, 2000) see text for description.
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Numerous laboratory studies have been conducted to model the scour process (e.g. Chari,

1975; Abdelnour et aI., 1981; Dunwoody, 1984; Green, 1984; Weaver et aI., 1988;

Poorooshasb el aI., 1989; Been et aI., 1990; Paulin, 1992; PERD, 2002), however only a

few of these have addressed subscour defommtions. Weaver et al. (1988) used passive

markers buried in the soil, however no results were reported. Poorooshasb et al. (1989)

reported vertical deformations in the lest bed, but did not address horizontal

deformations. Been et al. (1990) and Paulin (1992) used passive markers buried in the

test bed and determined soil displacements by excavating the markers and performing a

post-test survey.

Some studies have been reported that measured the response of instrumented model

pipelines to soil defonnations during simulated ice scouring events. These tests were

performed in order 10 calibrate numerical and analytical models. Green (1984) used a 0.5

m wide model keel and a 0.13 m diameter plexiglass model pipeline equipped with fiush

mounted pressure transducers. Green used model keels with vertical and inclined faces

and noted that soil resistance and pipeline response was higher with the inclined face.

Green also noted that the zone of influence extended below the model keel. Weaver et al.

(1988) described a 1,4 scale test facility (ISPI, or Ice-Soil-Pipeline Interaction Facility)

established by Esso Resources Canada Limited in Calgary. A 3 m wide model keel was

pushed, using a I MN reaction frame, towards a 30 m long pipeline buried at depths up to

I m. The pipeline was instrumented with strain gauges and additional instrumentation

was used to measure keel displacements and loads, soil surface movements. soil pressures

and soil defonnations. No test results were shown and no further reports of this facility
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could be located, therefore it is assumed that results of the program were proprietary.

Kioka et al. (2001) described field tests that involved dragging a 2 m wide model keel

over a 30 mm diameter, 6 m long pipeline. Two sites with different slopes were used and

the weight of !he keel was varied using ballast. The model keel was dragged over the

pipeline in a direction parallel to the pipe orientation and pipeline strains and horizontal

keel reaction forres were monitored.

Centrifuge modelling allows stresses or pressures in soil due to self-weight to be

reproduced in models, reduced in size by a factor N, by the application of a centripetal

acceleration field with a magnitude N times normal gravity (Schofield, 1980). Centrifuge

modelling of iceberg scour has been conducted al Cambridge University (Lach, 1996)

and al C-CORE in St. John's, Newfoundland (Hynes, 1996; Woodwonh-Lynas et al.,

1996). Lach (1996) used a 0.1 m wide keel and performed tests at 100 g's (100 times

normal gravitational acceleration) using kaolin clay. Figure 10 (top) shows the tesl

configuration used by Lach (1996). A similar configuration was used by Hynes (1996)

for tests in sand at 100 g's and for the centrifuge tests conducted as a componenl of

PRISE (Pressure Ridge Ice Scour &'periment). which modeled scouring in bolh sand and

clay (Woodwonh-Lynas et al.~ 1996) al 150 g's. Horizontal and vertical reaction forces

were monitored during the scouring process and soil deformations were monitored using

passive markers (coloured spaghetti strands, as well as lead solder or lead shot). Figure

10 (bOttom) shows sub-scour deformations observed in a clay test bed, as indicated by the

deformations of embedded spaghetti strands (Woodwonh.Lynas et aI., 1996).
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Woodworth-Lynas el al. (1996) presented relationships. based on the resuJts from lhe

PRISE program, lhal give soil displacements as a function of gouge dimensions. The

horizontal soil displacemem directly under lhe center and in the direction of !he iceberg

scour, ufO.O.O). is given by:

u(O,O,O) =O.61iii5 (2.7)

where B is the scour width and D is Ihe scour depth. The corresponding displacement,

u(O.O,z). at various depths, z, below Ihe bottom of a scour with depth, D, is given by:

u(O,O• .<:) =e-Hi
u(O,O.O)

(2.8)

Relationships were also given for the horizontal displacement of the centerline of the

scour, as well as the venical displacement. Woodwonh-Lynas el aI. (1998) described a

. number of soil features OOsen'ed during lhe PRISE cenlrifuge tests that correspond 10

Ihose OOscn'ed in large-scale naturally occurring scour marks.

Kennyet aI. (2000). PERD (2000) and C-CORE (2001 a) have prcseOlcd results of finite

element modeling of pipeline response due 10 sub-scour soil deformalion. based on the

sub-scour paramelers developed from the PRISE program. Figure I J shows a

representation of the finite element model. To perfonn a finite element analysis of this

type, many parameters must be specified (e.g. pipeline diameter, wall thickness and

m:llenlll propenies. internal and external pressure. burial depth, scour depth, scour width,

subscour defonnation profile, and various soil parameters). The results of the finite

element analysis ean then be used, along with the gouge crossing frequency and gouge
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geometry (lhe distribution of gouge widths and depths) to determine the overall pipeline

risk. There has yet to be a publication that ties together these various elements in a

comprehensive fashion. C-CORE (2000) used conservative subscour defonnation

allowance of one scour depth between the scouring iceberg keel and the top of the

pipeline for pipeline risk analyses on the Grand Banks, however this simplified approach

would not be used for a detailed pipeline design.

r L.O.5m.] ll()oI ~ ''P'''''' rJ

GougeCljnlreline

Figure II Idealized three-dimensional soil-pipeline inleraelion model (lOp) and two
dimensionaJ finite element representation (PERD, 2000)
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BJARNI DEVELOPMENT STUDY (pETRO-CANADA, 1983)

3.1 Introduction

The feasibility of developing the gas reserves on the Makkovik Bank was the subject of a

Io-volume study conducted during the early 1980's (Peuo-Canada, 1983). Various

development options were considered and it was concluded that the most promising

alternatives utilized trenched pipelines to tTanspon the natural gas from its source to a

landfall at Cape Harrison, where it would be transported to market via pipeline or in

tankers.

A variety of pipeline scenarios, as shown in Figure 12. were considered. Redundant

pipelines were used to avoid interruptions in production due to iceberg damage. In water

depths where scouring was considered likely, pipelines were routed such that they were

separated by a difference in bathymetry of 15 m to minimize the prob:lbility that a single

scour even! would affect more than one pipeline. Pipeline scenarios A and B (Figure 12)

consist of subsea templates in dredged glory holes and mulliphase pipelines tfansponing

nalural gas and condensate fluids to shore. The multiphase pipelines require regular

sphering to limit liquid hold up and clear liquids. therefore an additional pigging pipeline

would be required to fell)' spheres OUI to the site. Once on shore, the product would be

processed in a gas plant and transported by pipeline to market or liquefied and

transported using lankers. In pipeline scenarios C and D (Figure 12) gas and condensale

liquids are separated at a gravity base platfonn on site and two pipeline bundles

consisting of dry gas and condensate lines are used to tmnsported lhe product to shore.

where it is transported to market via pipeline. A varicty of pipeline diameters, pennining
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various flow rates, were considered as pan of the economic analysis. Scenario "A" was

selected as the base case for the iceberg risk analysis (petro-Canada, 1983). This

scenario will also be considered in this thesis, allowing a direct comparison of results.

The final recommendation of the original study was not to proceed with the development,

however this was based on the economic analysis rather than the results of the iceberg

risk analysis. Following a reassessment of reserves by the CNOPB in 1991, Sheps et aJ.

(1992) presented a review of the original study. Ching low projected gas prices, the

remoteness of the site and the technical challenges associated with the iceberg scour

issue, it was concluded that developmcm of thcse reserves was still not feasible.

However, it was acknowledged that these factors could change.

There has recently been a renewed interest in exploration on the Labrador Shelf, which

could result in the discovery of additional reserves. Gas prices are sufficiently high to

justify the development of an extensive offshore and onshore pipeline to exploit Nova

Scotia's offshore gas reserves, as well as to consider much more ambitious projects to

access gas reserves in the. Beaufon. 1lw: incrememal cost of extending existing pipeline

networks to access natural gas reserves on the Labrador Shelf may be justifiable if the

iceberg risk issuc for the offshore pipelines could be resolved.
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Figure 12 Production scenarios A & B using subsea templates and two-phase pipelines
and C & D showing gravity base structure with separate gas and condensate
pipelines (from Petro--Canada, 1983)
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3.2 Model Inputs Used for Pipeline Risk Analysis

Iceberg flux was given relative to a reference line perpendicular to the Labrador coast.

Iccberg flux was dctennined to be 5.8 icebergsIkmJyear on the Makkovik Bank and 33.2

for thc marginal trough (Petro-Canada, 1983). The initial portion of each pipeline roUie

where water depths were less than 250 m was considered to be on the Makkovik Bank,

while the remaining portion of the route was assigned trough flux. values.

Icebergs in the marginal trough were assumed to flow parallel to Ihc coast, with no

meandering, as opposed 10 the Makkovik Bank, whcre considerable meandering was

observed during drilling operations. Unlike those on the Makkovik Bank, an iceberg in

the marginal trough would only be expected to cross a pipeline segment once. For

pipeline segments in the trough region, the iceberg flux per kIn of pipeline for segments

not pamllel to the reference line perpendicular to the coast was corrected based on the

projected length of the pipeline segment on the reference line (typically, the correction

fact was approximately 0.75). For pipeline segments on the bank, iceberg track

simulations were conducted to assess the influence of a meandering trajectory on the

number of times an iceberg would be expected to cross a given pipeline segment. An

analysis of 25 iceberg trajectories (J 100 observations) was used to develop a statistical

description of iceberg drift speed and direction, allowing iceberg drift to be modeled as a

Markov process. By overlaying the simulated tracks on lines at various orientations it

was possible to establish a meander coefficient (the number of times a given iceberg

would cross a pipeline segment) of 2.3 for icebergs on the Makkovik Bank.
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The iceberg draft distribution was based on 41 measured iceberg drafts obtained between

45DN and 54DN. A gamma distribution provided the best fit to the measured drafts,

which had a mean of 90.8 m and a standard deviation of 43 m. TIle gamma distribution

was used to calculate the probability of an iceberg exceeding a given draft.

The scour depth distribution was based on observations from the Bjami welisite survey

(Geomarine. 1976). The mean scour depth recorded during the survey was 1.45 m. The

scour depth was best represented by an exponential distribution. An exponential

distribution with a mean of 1.45 m was used to Clllculate the probability of an iceberg

scour exceeding a specified depth.

3.3 Risk Analysis Procedure

The procedure used for the analysis of the iceberg risk for the Bjami pipeline routes was

very similar to that outlined by Allan (1986) for a hypothetical pipeline route on the

Grand Banks.

The pipeline was modeled as a series of line segments with a specific length and

orientation. The watcr dcpth for each pipeline segment, which was considered to be

constant, was determined from the mean value along each segment. The number of

icebergs crossing each segment was determined from thc iceberg flux, the length of the

pipeline segment, and its projected length or the meander coefficient, depending whether

the pipeline section was in the trough or on the bank.



The number of icebergs scouring over the pipeline was calculated from the number of

icebergs drifting over the pipeline and the proportion of icebergs with sufficient draft to

scour, The proportion of icebergs scouring over a pipeline segment was determined from

the iceberg dIllfl distribution. Based on the observation that few iceberg scours had been

observed to traverse water depth ranges in excess of 10 m (riseup), the propoltion of

icebergs that could scour in a particular water depth was considered to be equal to the

proportion of icebergs with drafts equal to or greater than the water depth and less or

equal to the water depth plus 10 rn. This was calculated directly from the gamma

distribution describing the measured keel depths.

Once the number of icebergs drifting over a pipellnc segment and the proportion resulting

in scours had been detennined, the proportion of scours that damaged the pipeline was

determined using the scour depth distribution and the proportion of scour depths greater

than the cover depth (depth of soil above pipeline crown).

3.4 Risk Analysis Results

As a result of the iceberg risk analysis, the following was concluded:

'The analysis showed that an average of 259 iceberg/pipeline collisions can be expected

over the 20 year life of the pipeline. if it is buried with a cover depth of 2.5 ffi. This

would translate into an average of 13 iceberg/pipeline hits per year. For an average of 10

iceberg/pipeline hits over the design life of the pipeline system, the pipeline would have

to be buried with an average cover of 6 m over the entire length of the pipeline,"
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Table I and Figure 13 to Figure IS show the results for each pipeline. The resulls shown

do not include those for pipeline segments connecting North Bjami Template 1 and 2

(NBT I & NBT 2) or Bjami Template I (BT I) or NMB 2. A subsea canyon situated

near shore and a 2.3 km tunnel used for the final shore approach shields the final 18 km

of the pipelines from iceberg scouring and impacts. It can be seen in Figure 13 to Figure

15 that a substantial portion of (42-53%) of the pipeline impacts are sustained in the IS

km section before the sheltered section where the pipelines are coming out of the trough

and entering the shallower bathymetry of the inner shelf.

Deeper water gives the pigging pipeline a lower impact rate per kilometer than Ihe Bjami

pipeline on the Makkovik Bank. However, the total impact rate for the pigging pipeline

is greater due to the longer pipeline lenglh. A slightly longer route allows the North

Bjami pipeline to pass through even deeper water, which is reflected in a lower impact

ratc per kilometer and a lower total impaci rate.

Table 1 Risk Analysis Results for Pipelines in Base Case Scenario for a 20- Year Period
(petro-Canada, 1983)

Pi line
Len th (km)
Iceber sdriftin over i line
Iceber s scourin over i line
Iceber s im actin i line (2.5m cover)

B'ami
91.5

38,452.9
515.6
91.9

Pi in
122.1

46,339.0
524.9
93.6

NorthB'ami
132.2

49,853.0
410.8
73.2

The results shown in Table 1 have been compared with the results obtained from the

analysis prescnted in this thesis and found to be extremely conservative. The various

input parameters used for the Petro-Canada (1983) analysis have also been discussed as

the data was analyzed for use in this thesis.
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Figure 14 Risk analysis results for pigging pipeline, showing bathymetry along route,
annual scour rate per lcm over pipeline and annual iceberg Ipipeline contact
rale for 2.5 m cOlier depth (pelro-Canada, 1983)
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Figure 15 Risk analysis results for North Bjarni pipeline, showing bathymetry along
route, annual scour rate per kIn over pipeline and annual iceberg Ipipeline
cOntact rate for 2.5 m cover depth (Petro-Canada, 1983)
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GROUNDING MODEL

4.1 Grounding Model Formulation

A grounding model was developed that is similar to the geomelric approaches used to

predict iceberg or pack ice impact f~uencies with flooling structures (Jordaan, 1983;

Dunwoody. 1983; Sanderson.1988 and Fuglem et al., 1996). Scour risk 10 trenched

pipelines can be detennined using a relationship between grounding and scouring

frequencies. and scour geometry data.

4.2 ~rounding Frequency for a Sloped Seabed

Figure 16 (lOp) depicts iceberg keels with an areal density Pt drifting with a mean drift

speed fj in a unifonn direclion direclly towards a section of seabed of width W. For this

case, the frequency, J,. at which iceberg keels impact. or ground on the seabed is:

(4.1)

Iceberg keels grounding in adjacent sections of seabed are nor considered. even if some

small portion of the keel extends over the boundary. This distinction is made to avoid

double counting of grounding evenlS and to make the solution independent of the width

of the specified section of seabed. Figure 16 (txmom) shows the influence of the relative

orientation between Ihe seabed slope and the iceberg keel drift direction. If the

orientation is changed by some angle 0, then the size of target presented to the keels is

reduced and the iceberg keel grounding frequency is:

I, = pJlw cos(9)
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Figure 16 Iceberg grounding frequency on seabe<l slope and effect of drift orientation
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Thus far. consideration has been given only to the density of iceberg keels capable of

striking the seabed. However, the available data only gives the density of icebergs that

can be observed on the surface, II" (with icebergs with waterline lengths < 16 m

excluded). Only icebergs that ha\'e sufficiently deep drafl can impact the seabed. The

number of icebergs that can strike a sample section of seabed covering a specific water

depth range is limited to those with drnfu; in this depth rnnge. Iceberg wilh lower drafts

will ground in shallower water (if al all) and icebergs with greater dntits will ground in

deeper water depths. A reduction factor (rd), equal to the proportion of icebergs with

drafts in the appropriate depth range (units: m· l
) was applied to the iceberg density to

account for this effect, giving:

I, =n..r)JW cos(9) (4.3)

where (J is the orientation of iceberg drift dirn::tion relative to the upslope direction. The

range of drift direction that needs to be considered is ± 90" relalh'e to the upslope

direction. If the drift direction relative 10 the upslope direction exceeds ± 90" then the

iceberg is drifting down-slope and will nOl ground. unless it undergoes some draft change

due 10 rolling or calving. This latter effect was ignored in this formulation. To calculate

the total grounding frequency it was recognized that the mean drift speed usually varies

with drift direction and that the distribution of drift direction is not unifonn. An

additional tenn, r60 was introduced to specify the proponion of time that icebergs drift in

a specified direction. This allowed the total grounding rate to be expressed as

."

I, = r.,n)V J:,(O)iJ(O)COS«(J)d(J
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4.3 Grounding Density ror II Sloped Seabed

Thus far, no consideration has been given to the seabed slope or the proportion of iceberg

keel to be considered for grounding. Figure 17 shows a square ~ample section of seabed

with a dimension W parallel and perpendicular to the seabed isobath and with a slope of

S. The sample seabed section was defined on the basis of a 1m rise, so S=l/W and.

except for extreme slopes. the area of the seabed section was considered to be W'2 or IIS2

(Ihe error is less than 5% for a slope of 30%). The frequency of groundings. f" was

expressed in terms of grounding rale per unit area, P" as follows:

(4.5)

where rd is now more specifically defined as the proportion of iceberg keels in a I m

increment above the seabed. Expressing Wand A in terms of slope gives:

."
P, = rdnOS J:9(o)ueo)COSeO)dO (4.6)

If directional drift data are available, Equation 4.6 can be evaluated using numerical

integration. Alternatively, when directional drift data are not available, a non-directional

form of Equation 4.6 can be used. By assuming a mean drift speed that is independent of

direction and a uniform distribution of drift direction (re = 1/2lt), Equation 4.6 can be

integrated over the prescribed limits to yield

(4.7)
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Figure 17 Seabed slope definition for grounding density and effect of drift orientation
on target size
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4.4 Grounding Model Verinealion

An inilial verification of the grounding model was made using dala for lhe White Rose

and Hibernia areas, where scour frequency and the associated iceberg paramelers are

fairly well documented. The required parameters for the grounding model are iceberg

frequency, draft distribution, drift speed and direction and seabed depth, slope lind

oriemation.

4.4.1 Scour RaJeJfrom Seabed SUf1leyJ

The eSlimaled scour rate in the \licinity of White Rose is IxlO') scourslk.m2/year

(C-CORE, 200lb) and at Hibernia, 4xlO·4 scourslkm1/year (PERD. 2000). For both of

lhesc cases scour rates were detennined using the observed scour density on the seabed

and, following lhe approach developed by Lewis et al. (1987), assuming lhal these scoors

accumulaled over the lasl 2500 years. However. il should be noted Ihal there is some

degree of uncenainty associated with this approach. It has been acknowledged that 2500

years may be a conservative value (Gary Sonnichsen, GSC, personal communication),

and that the actual period may be longer. Also. shon teoo climatic fluclUations may have

resulted in higher iceberg incursion I1ltes. and resulting scour rates. over Ihe time of

fonnation. While the assumption of 3 2500 year conSlant scour rate is an approximation,

it does represenl the besl approach curremly available.

4.4.2 Seabed Slope a"d Orielltaljutl

Figure 18 shows the bathymelric contours in the immediate vicinity of the White Rose

development (C-CORE. 2001 a). 1llC water depth at the sile is approximately 121m. 1llC
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seabed has a mean slope of about 1/1000 and the up-slope direction is oriented 2400 from

north. As detcnnined from regional bathymetry (see Figure 19), the water depth at

Hibernia is approximately 80m, the mean slope is 0.6/1000 and the up-slope direction is

oriented 2320 from nonh. Using the same regional bathymetry gives a slope of lIlOOO

and an up-slope orientation of 2470 for White Rose, which agrees fairly well with values

detennined from the detailed bathymetry.

, 2
SCALE (km) Pipeline 2

\~\.
Figure 18 Bathymetry in Ihe White Rose area, along with proposed pipeline routes

(from C-CORE, 200la - water depths in meters)
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4.4.3 lubug Frequency

Iceberg frequency is usually expressed in terms of areal density, which is the a\'erage

number of icebergs that expected to be seen in a given area (typically a degree square:) at

any given instant in time. The most reliable source of iceberg sightings on the Grand

Banks in terms of frequency and coverage of surveys is the International Ice Patrol (UP).

The lIP regularly issues bulletins throughout the iceberg season showing the number of

icebergs sighted per degree square. Jordaan et al. (1999) analyzed the lIP daUlto produce

areal density values for icebergs with waterline lengths ~ 16m on !he Grand Banks and

the immediate region. Figure 19, which includes data up to 2000, shows the annual

average density of icebergs per degree square on the Grand Banks. A difference has been

noted in the areal densities calculated from the last 20 years of data (1981-2000) and the

entire 1960-2000 period. This could be altributed to either improved detection

techniques or long-term iceberg frequency fluctuations. Therefore, values for both time

periods have been presented. Areal density expressed on a degree square basis can be

convened to density per square kilometer as follows:

(4.8)

where, is the latitude of the site. Table 2 gives the interpolated areal density values for

the White Rose and Hibernia sites.

Table 2 Annual Average Areal Density Values for Icebergs at White Rose and Hibernia

White Rose
Hibernia

0.90
0.67

1960-2000
Km'

l.06xlO-4

7.94xlO·
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1.09

0.80

1981-2000
Km'

1.29xl0
9.44xlO·



0.12
0.09

4,ON L-_--"''-----'''-''-_='--WL_~,___--'---~- ..-.J
530W 520W 510W 500W 490W 4''"w 41'"w 46'"w 45°W

Figure 19 Mean annual areal density per degree square of icebergs wilh waterline lengths
2:16m, bottom values based on data from 1960-2000, top values based on data
from 1981-2000 (Jordann et aI., 1999), water depths in meters
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4.4.4 Iceberg Draft Distribu.tion

Measurements of icebe~g draft have typically been conducted on larger icebergs, thus the

distribution of measured iceberg drafts is biased 10wards larger icebergs. However,!he

iceberg waterline length distribution is fairly wdl documented and by utilizing lhe

appropriate iceberg length/draft relationship it is possible to generate the iceberg draft

disuibution.

The iceberg waterline length disuibution on the Gr,md Banks fo~lows an exponential

distribution with a mean of 59 m (Jordaan et aI., 1995), Figure 20 shows 211 known

iceberg drafts obtained off the coast or-Newfoundland (C-CORE, 2(00), along with the

best-fit line and the 95% confidence intervals. The mean iceberg waterline length for this

data set is 115 m and the mean draft is 80 m. The relationship between lhe iceberg

waterline length and draft is:

Dr:::: 3.23 L/J.6I (4.9)

The standard deviation of the residuals is 0.25. Thus. to generate a sample of iceberg

drafts, a population of iceberg waterline lengths with a mean of 59 m and an exponential

disuibution is generated, and the following relationship was applied:

Dr = exp(111(3.23) + O.681I1fL.) + N(O.O.25)) (4.10)

where N(O,O.25) is a random variable with a mean oro and (I standard deviation of 0.25.

Only icebergs with waterline lengths 2: 16 m were considered beeause the areal density

value docs not include icebergs smaller than this value.
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Once a population of iceberg keels has been generated, there are two approaches that can

be used to determine the proportion of icebergs within a specific range. The first is a

simple ratio of the number of keels within a I m depth range (recall that the grounding

model assumes aim depth increment) to the total number of iceberg keels. The second

approach considered that icebergs with drafts greater than the water depth will ground

and be filtered out of the keel population. The remaining keel population has been

tnmcated and should be nonnalized accordingly. The nonnalized value was calculated

from the number of kccls in the I m depth range and the number of icebergs with keels

equal to or less than the water depth (icebergs with keels exceeding thc water depth were

excluded). Figure 21 shows the proportion of iceberg keels within 1m depth increments,

using an exponential waterlinc length distribution and Equation 4.10. The influence of

bathymctric filtering was not noticeable at water depths beyond 150 m, but at a 50 ill

water depth was substantial (a factor of 2 difference). The water dcpth at the White Rose

site is approximately 121m. The water depth range that considered for grounding was 120

m to 121 rn. The water deplh at Hibernia is 80m so only the proportion of keels with

drafts between 79 m and 80 m needed to be considered. Table 3 lists the proportion of

iceberg keels to be considered for a grounding unalysis for the Hibernia and White Rose

sites.
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Figure 20 Iceberg draft measurements off the Newfoundland coast
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Figure 21 Proportion of iceberg drafts per I rn depth increment used for Grund Banks
model calibmtion (nonnalizcd and unnormalized for water depth)
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4.4.5 Iceberg Drift Speed

Iceberg drift velocities can be determined from radar sightings obtained during drilling

operations. Figure 22 shows drift vectors obtained from radar sightings on the nonheast

Grand Banks. These were obtained from the Marine Environmental Datil Service

Canadian Offshore Oil and Gas Dala (MEDS, 1997) database, as well as industry

sightings from 2000 (PAL, 2(00). Dashed lines indicate the areas around the Hibernia

and White Rose sites where representative drift vectors have been selected. The mean

drift speed for both of the areas shown is approximately 0.34 mls. The majority of drift

velocities in this data set are based on radar sightings at I-hour intervals. Grounded and

towed icebergs have been eliminated. Table 4 gives a breakdown of iceberg velocities in

3Q" bearing increments, showing the proponion of velocity measurements in each

bearing increment and the associated mean drift speed. There were II IOtal of 555 drift

vectors in the White Rose zone and 329 in the Hibernia zone.

Table 4 Breakdown of Iceberg Drift Vectors for Hibernia and White Rose

Bearing Range White Rose Hibernia
(driftin.e"I0") % MeanS ed(mls (% MeanS ed(mls

0"-30" 7.7 0.26 14.3 0.31
30"-60" 6.8 0.35 14.0 0.38
60'-90' 7.4 0.36 10.6 0.41

90"_120" 11.2 0.42 13.3 0.39
120"_150" 11.4 0.42 5.5 0.33
150"_180" 12.3 0.42 10.3 0.37
180"_210" 12.6 0.37 6.4 0.32
210"_240" 6.3 0.30 6.1 0.34
240"-270" 5.6 0.25 4.6 0.21
270"·300" 8.1 0.23 3.6 0.27
300"_330" 4.3 0.23 4.0 0.24
330"_360" 6.3 0.31 7.3 0.34
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It can be seen in Figure 23 that there is a distinct difference between the distribution of

drift vectors at Hibernia and White Rose. Since currents are the dominant driving force

innuencing iceberg drift, current data were coosulted. Figure 24 shows gridded current

va.lucs based on the drift trajectories of drifter buoys equipped with drogues (Murphy et

aI., 19%). The depth of the drogue was typically about4Om. The vectors were gcnerated

by a\'eraging the casterly and westcrly comp.:ments of the driftcrs' velocity, thus these

vectors are nO( useful for evaluating mean drift speeds, however they are indicative of

mean drift direction. Intcrpolating between the available data indicated a mean drift

bearing of 1260 at Hibernia (slightly down-slope) and the mean llt White Rose is 1500

(csse~tially across-slope). The mC;ln easterly and northerly components of the iceberg

drift velocities for the two drift datasets were calcullited and mean drift bearing of 770

and 1400 was calculated for Hibernia and White Rose, respecti\'ely. Table 5 tabulates the

interpolated mean drift components from the UP drifter dataset and the iceberg drift

datasets. Although the direction of the mean drift agrees well for White Rose, there is a

discrepancy for the Hibernia site. The differences between the UP drifter and the iceberg

tracks may be due to limited track and drifter data near the Hibernia site. Also, currents

al depths of 40 m may not be representative of the currents thai are most influential for

iceberg drift. Additional iceberg drift track data would be useful and are anticipated in

the near future from offshore ice management operations.

Table 5 Comparison of Mean Drift Components from Icebergs and lIP Drifter Data

Site Mean Easterl Drift (m1s Mean Northerl S cd (m1s
Hibernia (ieeber ) +0.118 +0.027
Hibernia (UP drifter +0.043 -0.032
White Rose (iceber 5) +0.074 -0.089
White Rose (lIP drifter) +0.031 -0.055
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Figure 23 Roses showing distribution of drift direction (drifting ·'from" target) for
Hibernia and While Rose
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4.4.6 Grounding Calculolion

Initially, the simplified grounding model (Equation 4.7) was used for the White Rose and

Hibernia sites. Then, for comparison, direclional drift stalistics w~re used 10 calculate

grounding niles using Equation 4.6.

Table 6 surrnnarizes the various inpul panuneters for calculaling lhe grounding rale using

Equation 4.7. The calculaled grounding mte at Hibernia is 2.5 10 4 limes higher than the

scour rate estimaled from the seabed record - depending on the combination of

parameters used to calculate grounding rate, and for While Rose is 12% to 31% lower. A

sample calculation for Hibernia with inputs A and C (see table) follows.

P, =~r4nDSiT

P, = ;xO.OO64m-1 x7.94x 10-' km-~ xO.OOO6xO.34mJ $x315569OC1sJ year

P, =1.03xlO-',bn-2 year-1

Table 6 Calculated Grounding Rates Using Equation 4.7 (non-directional drift)

Parameter Hibernia White Rose
Iceberg Areal Density- 7.94xlO (1960-2000) A l.06XIO~ (1960-2000) A
n.. (NJkm2

) 9.44xlO,5 (1981-2000 B 1.29x1O~ (1981-2000) B
WalerDeoth(m) 80m 121 m
Iceberg Keels in 1m 0.0064 C 0.0019 C
incremenl,rd(m'l) 0.0082 (nonnalized) D 0.0020 (nonnalized) D
Seabed Slo .S 0.0006 0.001
Mean Drift S cd (mls) 0.34 0.34
Calculaled Grounding 1.0xI0· (A&C) 6.9xlO (A&C)
Rale (#/knhyear) 1.3xlO·) (A&D) 7.2xlO~ (A&D)

1.2xlO·) (B & C) 8.4xI0-4 (B&C)
1.6xlO') (B & 0 8.8xlO-4 (8&0

Scour Rate from Seabed _4xlO-4 '" l)dO"
Records (#Jkm21 car)
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The orientation of the seabed restricts the range of directions from which grounding

icebergs can drift. The seabed upslope direction at White Rose (240") restricts grounding

icebergs 10 those that have drift bearings between 150" and 330", and at Hibernia (232")

restricts grounding iceberg to those with drift bearings between 142" and 322°. Table 7

and Table 8 show sample calculations for White Rose and Hibernia using directional drift

statistics and Equation 4.6.

Table 7 Grounding Rate for White Rose using Equation 4.6 (Directional Drift)

Iceberg Areal Density _no (#/km2
)

1.06xlO-4 (1960-2000) A
1.29xlO·4 1981-2000 B

Water Deoth 121 m

Iceberg Keels in Im Increment, rd
0.0019 C
0.0020 (nonnalized D

Seabed Slo ,S 0.001
Orientation of Upslope Direction 240°

Drift Mean U(")Bearing " riO) Sr6 (O)U(O)cos(O)
Range

Beming (mls)

0°_30° W _225" 0.077 0.26 < _90" - not included
30°_60" W ·195° 0.068 0.35 < _90° - not included
60°_90" W _165" 0.074 0.36 < _90" - not included

90"_120" 105" _135° 0.112 0.42 < ·90" . not included
120°_150° 135° _lOS" 0.114 0.42 < _90° - not included
150°_180° 165" _75" 0.123 0.42 J.34xlO·
180"_210" 195° ·W 0.126 0.37 3.30xlO"
210"_240" 225° _15° 0.063 0.30 1.83xlO"
240"_270° 255° +15" 0.056 0.25 1.35xlO"
2700_3()()0 285" ;45' 0.081 0.23 J.32xlO
3()()0_330° 315" +75" 0.043 0.23 2.56xlO
330"_360" 345° +105° 0.063 0.31 > 90° - not included

Total 9.38xlO· s'
(A&C) 6.0x I0""

x rd x noX 31,556,925 slyr (A&D) 6.3xlO""

Grounding Rate (#/km2/yr) (B&C) 7.3xlO"4
(8&D) 7.6xI0-4

Scour Rate from Seabed Records '" lxlO"
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Table 8 Grounding Rate for Hibernia using Equation 4.6 (Directional Drift)

Iceberg AreaJ Densil)' - n.. (#1km2)
7.94xI0· (1960-200) A
9.44xI0·$ (1981.200) B

Water Depth 80m

Iceberg Keels in 1m Increment. r"
0.0064 C
0.0082 normalized) D

Seabed 51 .S 0.0006
Orientation of Ul>Slooe Direction 232°

Drift
M= U(e)

Bearing e rriO) Sr. (8)U(8)cos(O)
Ran~e

Bearing (mls)

0"·30" 15" _217° 0.143 0.31 < -90" • not included
30"-60" 45" _187° 0.140 0.38 < -90" • not included
60"_90" 75" _157" 0.106 0.41 < ·90" • not included
90"_120" lOS" ·127" 0.133 0.39 < _90° - not included

120"·150" 135" ·97" 0.055 0.33 2.03xlO· 8"of30"
150"_180" 165" ·67" 0.103 0.37 8.93xlO
180"_210" 195" _37" 0.064 0.32 9.81x10
210"·240" 225" -7' 0.061 0.34 1.24xlO
240"_270" 255" +23" 0.046 0.21 5.34xlO
270"_300" 285" +53" 0.036 0.27 3.51xlO
300"·330" 315" +83" 0.040 0.24 8.05xlO· 22" of 30"
330"·360" 345" +113° 0.073 0.34 > 90" • not included

Total 4.lOxI0· 5'\

(A&C) 6.6><:10--
x r""Xn.,X 31556,925 slyr (A&D) 8.4xlO--

Grounding Rate (#1km2Iyr) (B&C) 7.8xlO--
(B&D) I.OxIO·]

Scour Rate from Seabed Records "4xlO

A comparison of the grounding rales predicted by Equalions 4.6 and 4.7 with scour rates

derived from seabed surveys indicate that the directional approach (Equation 4.6)

provides calculated grounding rates that are more consistent with scour rates than the

non-directional approach (Equ3lion 4.7). Thus, given sufficient dala, the directional

approach would be preferred.
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Grounding rates were calculated using a keel dmft distribution that was corrected

(nonnalized) for bathymetric filtering effects and another that was not corrected. A

comparison of the results obtained using these two draft distributions did not lead to any

definite conclusions regarding which was more appropriate. The effect of bathymetric

filtering on the keel draft distribution for the water depths at Hibernia and White Rose

was not significant. Belter agreement with scour rates inferred from the seabed records

was achieved using the uncorrected draft distribution. With respect to the appropriate

iceberg areal density values to use (1960-2000 or 1981-2000 based) for grounding rate

calculations, there is a preference for values derived from 1981-2000 data. The reliability

of the survey data from this period is considered to be higher, although this is not an issue

that has been considered in a comprehensive manner in this thesis. If this particular

combination of input parameters (inputs B & C in Table 7 and Table 8) is considered the

"base case", the predicted grounding rates llsing directional data for Hibernia and White

Rose are 7.8xlO-<I and 7.3xlO-<I groundingslkm2/year, respectively, compared to scour

rates of 4xlO-<l and IxlO· j scoursJ km2/year. Thus, if all groundings are assumed to

result in scours, the grounding model over-predicts scour by 100% at Hibernia and under

predicts scours at White Rose by 25%. Given the degree of uncertainty associated with

scour frequency estimates, even from high-quality scabed survey, the conservative

approach was tak.en and a 1:1 ratio between groundings and scours was assumed for the

risk analysis for the Labrador pipelines.
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ICEBERG AND BATHYMETRY PARAMETERS FOR STUDY AREA

Various data sources dealing with icebergs and bathymetry in the Bjami development

area was reviewed and appropriate input parameters for the grounding model were

detenuined. Data from (he original Petro-Canada (1983) study were considered, as well

as data from more recent studies. The required parameters are: iceberg frequency, draft

distribUlion, drift speed and direction, water depth, seabed slope and orientation.

5.1 Iceberg Frequency

Iceberg frequency is Ihe number of icebergs that would be expected to occur in a given

region. Iceberg frequency has been described both in teons of flux and areal density.

Iceberg flux refers to the total number of icebergs that cross a particular boundary (a

specified degree square or line of lalitude) during a specified time interval (typically a

year). Iceberg areal density is the average number of icebergs that would be sighted in a

particular area (i.e. a degree square) OIl any given instant. Iceberg densities can be broken

down into monthly or seasonal avenlge values or can be expressed in tenus of annual

average areal iceberg density.

The average residence time of icebergs is the distinguishing characteristic between

iceberg flux and areal density. The residence time, which is simply the length of time an

iceberg spends in an area, is a function of the drift speed, the van ability of drift direction

(i.e. relatively straighl versus meandering tmjectones) and the proportion of time the

iceberg is grounded. Areal density is directly proportional to both flux and residence
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Although the iceberg grounding model, as well as the method described by Sanderson

(1988) for calculating impact frequency relies on areal density, much of the early work

on iceberg frequency dealt with flux. Since areal density and flux are closely related and

insight into areaJ densily can be attained by considering flux values. both will be

considered in order to determine areal density values for the study area.

5.1.1 Iceberg Flux

Anderson (1971) analyzed International Ice Patrol (IIP) surveys conducted on the

Labrador Shelf from 1963-1969. Iceberg sightings were combined with deterioration and

drift models to produce momhly flux values across lines of latitude ranging from 48"N to

62"N. Results covering 48"N to 56"N arc shown in Table 9. It can be seen thaI the flux

across 56"N (966 per year), immediately nonh of the Makkovik Bank, is approximately

six times higher than Ihat at 48"N (157 per year), which is considered representative of

the Grand Banks.

Ebbesmcyer et a1. (1980) analyz.ed iceberg flux values across 48"N from 1900 to 1977

and found that the annual flux values followed an exponentiaJ distribution. An analysis

of Anderson's flux values from 67"N to 48"N revealed that flux values decreased

linearly, with a slope corresponding to a loss nile of t1pproximately 2 icebergslkm.

Miller (1981) analyzed IIP data from 1880 to 1969 and found an llnnual average flux of

362 icebergs across 48"N, which is substantially higher than the value Anderson (1971)
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detennined for 48°N. Using the assumption lhat the relative flux values Anderson

produced were correct., Miller used the ratio of lhe long-tenn 48°N flux 10 Anderson's

48°N values to produce a revised flux rate for 56°N. These values, taken from Petro-

Canada (1983) are given in Table 10.

Annual iceberg flux values from the lIP ([[P, 200]) are shown in Figure 25 (lap) for

1900-2000. The average nux for the whole record is 480 icebergs/year. The average

nUll from 1900-1969 is 365'icebergs/year, which is very close to the value calculated by

Miller (1981). The average flux from 1963-1969 is 171 icebergs/year, which compares

well with Anderson's (1971) value for the same time period. Examination of the time

series indicates that the data that Anderson used for his analYsis were collected during a

period when lhere were relati\'ely low iceberg frequellCies. However, the average flux

from 1981-2000 is 917 icebergs/year, which is considerably higher than !he a\'erage for

the enlire record. The increase in flux after 1980 may be a result of improved delcction

methods, a natural increase in iceberg numbers, or simply a random flucluation (or some

combination of aJl three). A comparison between monthly 48°N flux values is shown in

Figure 25 (botlom). If iceberg flux is adjuslCd using !he same approach as Miller (1981),

but by using the mean flux across 48°N from 1981·2000, a revised annual iceberg flux of

5640 (966)<9171157) icebergs per year would be expected to cross 56°N.
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Table 9 Iceberg Aux Across Various Degrees of Lutitude (Anderson, 1971)

56°N 55°N 54°N 53°N 52°N SloN 500N 49"N 48°N
Jan. 49 31 17 12 9 4 3 2 0

Feb. 77 59 39 30 23 14 8 5 5

Mill" 112 99 82 73 62 40 35 25 18

Apr. 112 105 98 93 89 76 66 53 46

M,y 133 126 116 III 106 86 75 67 57

June 134 130 118 107 102 67 32 29 23

July 122 120 91 64 42 37 22 15 8

Aug. 106 II' 'I 54 34 Il 5 I 0

Sept. 6' 75 49 33 22 2 I 0 0

Oct. 28 35 32 23 14 5 2 0 0

-Nov. to II 15 Il 9 5 3 0 0

Dec. 19 10 6 2 0 0 0 0 0

Total 966 909 744 613 512 347 263 197 157

Table 10 Iceberg Flux Across S6°N (Miller, 1981)

Month lceber s % of TOlal
Jan. 90 4

Feb. 157 7

Mill". 269 12

Apr. 292 13

M,y 292 13

June 426 19

July 314 14

Aug. 225 10

Sept. 90 4

Oct. 45 2

Nov. 22 I

Dec. 22 I

Total 2244 100
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Figure 25 Iceberg flux across 48~

-AlldenOll(1971j
~•• liP 1963-19G9
-IIP1goo.1969
~,•.. liP 1981-2000

5.1.2 Areal Dellsity Inferred/rom Iceberg Flux and Distribution

It is possible to estimate iceberg density in the Makkovik Bank region based on a

comparison of iceberg flux values, the distribution of iceberg sightings and iceberg

density values on the Grand Banks.
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Figure 26 shows the UP iceberg sightings obtained during aerial surveys (PERD, 2001).

The density of iceberg sighlings clearly shows the lack of sightings on the Labrador coast

compared to the Grand Banks. This reflects the difference in survey coverage, rather

than the aClual density of icebergs. It can also be seen that the easliwest distribution of

icebergs changes considerably with latitude. Icebergs along the Labrador coast (nonh of

55°N) lend to be concentrated along a relatively narrow band close to shore. 2 to 3

degrees longitude wide. Funher south on the nonhem Grand Banks the distribution of

icebergs widens to a band that covers approximately 10 degrees of longitude. If it were

assumed that the number of icebergs were constant across a degree of latitude, iceberg

flux per degree of latitude would be expected to decrease by a factor of 4 solely due to

this dispersion between 56°N and 48°N. Given that a degree of longitude is 20% wider at

48°N than at 56°N this suggests a decrease of a factor of 5 on a per kilometer basis.

According to Anderson (1971), the annual iceberg flux across 56°N is approximately 6

times higher than the annual flux across 48°N. Combined with the longitudinal

dispersion of icebergs, lhe resulting iceberg flux (on a per kilometer basis) across 56°N

would be expected to be approximately 30 times higher than at 48°N. If it is assumed

that the residence time of the icebergs in the degree latitude south of 56°N and 48°N are

the same, then the average iceberg density would also be 30 times higher. An analysis of

the lIP gridded current data (Murphy et al.. 1996) indicates that the mean southerly drift

rate in these two areas is approximately the same.
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Figure 26 Distribution of liP iceberg sightings obtained during aerial surveys (pERD,

2(01)

The mean annual iceberg areal density based on llP surveys from 1981·2000 (Jordaan ct

Therefore. the average annual iceberg density between 55°N and 56°N, in the zone where

icebergs are concentrated, would be expected to be approximately 4.5xlO-3 icebergslkrn2.
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5.1.3 Areal Density Baud on liP lulnrg Sightings

Gustajtis (1979) analyzed UP iceberg sightings from 1963-1976 to generate iceberg

distribution maps for offshore Labrador. Survey flights where cO\'erage of the Labrador

Shelf was not complete due to termination of the flight or poor visibility WeR: not

included in the analysis. Iceberg sighlings were grouped imo cells measuring 0.25

degrees latimde by 0.25 degrees longitude. Contouring routines were used to produce

maps showing the concentrations of icebergs on the Labrador Shelf. Seasonal maps were

produced covering winter (November-January), spring (February-April), summer (May to

August) and fall (September and October). Due to the choice of prescmation format,

these chans do not readily lend themselves to use for risk analyses.

Petro-Canada (1983) also analyzed UP data from 1%3-1976 to produce iceberg density

maps. Sightings were grouped into cells measuring one degree of longitude by a half

degree latitude. The total number of sightings for each cell was normalized by the

number of flights over each cell. as detennined by the number of instances when icebergs

were reponed. 11 is wonh noting that there was no method to detennine when a survey

resulted in zero sightings, thus in this respecl the results are conservative. The sightings

were broken down into three "seasons": summer (July to Oclober), winter (November to

February) and spring (March to June). Note that these do not correspond with those

defined by Gustajtis (1979). Results of the analysis are shown in Figure 27 to Figure 29.

Also shown is the nominal number of flights over each cell.
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A combined aver.tge annual iceberg density was detennined for the study area, as

indicated in Figure 30. A correction was also applied to account for the difference

between the mean iceberg flux aeross 48°N based on reeent data and iceberg flux during

the period for which the original data were derived. The mean flux across 48°N was 387

iccberg~ycar for the 1963-1976 period and 917 iceberg~year for the 1981-2000 period.

It was assumed that a similar inerease would have been observed on the Makkovik Bank,

so a factor of 2.4 (917/387) was applied to iceberg density values derived from data

obtained in the 1963-1976 time period.

5.1.4 Areal Dellsity Based on 1995 liP Sightillgs

The PERD (2001) iceberg database contains limited iceberg sightings in the Makkovik

Bank region after 1980. Iceberg sightings from aerial surveys are more suitable for

density calculations than ship-based observations since aerial surveys tend to sample a

large region over a fairly short time frame. In 1995 the lntemationallce Patrol conducted

two aerial surveys that covered the Makkovik Bank region. The first was conducted on

July 31, and the second on August 2. The locations of the icebergs sighted during these

surveys are shown in Figure 31. along with the corresponding average iceberg areal

density. These values are consistent with areal density values calculated by Petro-Canada

(1983), however, they are only representative of mid-summer densities for one year and

are of limited value for assessing long-term average values.
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along Labrador coast and number of survey flights (Petro-Canada, 1983)
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Labrador coast and number of survey flights (petro-Canada, 1983)
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Figure 31 Iceberg densities based on UP surveys, summer 1995
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5.1.5 lceberg Siglltings During Survey OffVoisey's Bay (C·CORE, 1998)

C-CORE (1998) conducted iceberg surveys using a helicopter on March 31 and April 2,

1997, in the vicinity ofVoiseys Bay (apprm:imately 56°30' N, 60° W). The localions of

the icebergs sighted during the survey are shown in Figure 32, and are close enough to

the study area to warrant consideration. The density of icebergs in the survey area was

estimated to be approximately 0.13 icebergs per square nautical mile (0.04 per kJn2).

This is approximately 25 times higher than densities observed during the 1995 UP

surveys, however this can be attributed to seasonal variations.

'~N

,.

~--)2fYJm

/
,/

Figure 32 Locations of icebergs sighted off Voisey's Bay (C-CORE, 1998)
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5.1.6 Areal Density Based on CIS Survey Data

Iceberg charts issued by the Canadian Ice Service (CIS) give iceberg frequencies off me

coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador on a degree square basis. These charts are issued

regularly during the ice season and are produced using a combination of aerial

reconnaissance, ship reports and shore based observations. The data obtained via aerial

reconnaissance: are derived both from the CIS and the lIP. A sample iceberg chart is

shown in Figure 33. The likely extent of icebergs is indicated with a thick continuous

line, while me known data limit is indicated with a dashed line. While some iceberg

counts are given beyond this line, a low confidence: would be associated with these

values. The area covered by these charts varies, and the Makkovik Bank region is not

routinely covered. During late sununer (August or September) ice charts are occasionally

produced which show iceberg counts as far north as 61°N. Unfortunately, these are not

produced during the peak of the iceberg season (June and July).

Iceberg charts dating back to 1988 were reviewed 10 obtain iceberg counts for the area

ranging from 54°N to 56°N and 56°W to 59°W. Iceberg counts reponed when the area

was outside the known data limit were not included. When the known data limil included

this area but there was no iceberg count indicated, a zero was assumed. Including zero

counts had little effect on the results, except for the degree square centered on 54°30"N.

58°30"W, where excluding zeros increased iceberg density by 30%. The results of this

analysis are given in Table 11 and shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 33 Canadian Ice Service iceberg chart for April 24,2002
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Table 11 Iceberg Densities from CIS Iceberg Charts (Years of Dala Shown in Brackets)

Degree Square 55°30'N 55°30'N 55°30'N 54°30'N 54°3O'N 54°30'N
Center 58°30'W 57°30'W 56°30'W 58°30'W 57°30'W 56°30'W
umd 2% 0% 0% 75% 35% 0%

Feb. 1.9 (2) 3.5 (2) 13.8 (2 4.0 (2 11.3 (2) 1.3 (2

t1~
M~. 6.9 (2) 5.5 (2) 7.8 (2) 1.6 (4) 2.9 (4) 3.2 4)

]g. Aor. 52.6 (2 62.8 (2 11.5 (2) 2.5 (3 19.5 (4) 33.6 5

H Mov 28.2 (3 23.7 (3) 29.1 (3) 7.1 (6) 23.5 (7) 32.0 (8
June 61.3 (4 60.9 (5) 275 (5) 9.1 5) 20.2 (6 73.7 (7)

0'8 Jul 172.3 4) 99.0 (4) 61.2 (4) 108.8 (4 103.3 (6) 83,8 (6)

~ 8- Au. 31.9 7 17.5 (7) 33.4 (7) 9.0 (8 19.3 (8) 22.5 9
Se t. 5.3 (9) 5.2 (8) 3.6 (9) 4.5 (9) 3.3 (9) 4.6 (9)

Mean(km') 6,6xlO" 5.0xlO" 3.4xlO" 1O.2xlO" 5.7xlO 4.6xlO"

Annual Average: 10.2
Icebergs per1000km2

"'"
~---~-?,,~,) ~"'-'--'~\"

",-__ ,\ I ,

Annual Average: 5.4 k?ual ~'vcra~e:4.4
Icebergs per 1000km2 ICebe\gS,per 1000km2

~'JO~L,.,,------::cc------=----='-'-'---::!

Figure 34 Annual iceberg densities based on analysis of CIS iceberg charts
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The proportion of each degree square covered by land was detennined and the iceberg

densities were adjusted accordingly. To calculate an annual average density some

assumptions were made for iceberg densities from October to January. Anderson's

(1971) average nux values across 56°N from October to January are 25% of the average

nux values from February to September, while Petro-Canada's (1983) average winter

iceberg density values for the Makkovik Bank area are approximately half of the average

of the spring and summer values, In order to produce a reasonably conservative annual

value. it was assumed that the average iceberg density from October to January was the

same as the average density from February to September. Using assumed October to

January areal densities based on areal density data from Petro-Canada (1983) or

Anderson (1971) decreased the annual average areal densities by 16% and 25%,

respectively.

5.1.7 Conclusions

Iceberg densities for the Makkovik Bank region were estimated from a variety of sources.

Densities based on single su'rveys varied considerably (i.e. Voisey's Bay survey and 1995

lIP sightings) but densities based on repeated surveys were reasonably consistent. Given

the limited data and the likelihood of undercounting of icebergs, a conservative areal

density value was adopted. For simplicity, a single areal density value of IxlO·2

icebergslkm2 was used for the risk analysis, which corresponds to approximately 70

icebergs per degree square,
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5.2 Iceberg Size

To dctcnninc the number of iceberg keels that can impact the seabed at a particular water

depth. it is necessary to obtain thc distribution of iceberg drafts. Several studies are

available that document iceberg draft measurements. However, the icebergs that are

selected for draft measurements are usuaJJy not representative of the overall iceberg

population. For example, PERD (999) presents a comprehensive collection of iceberg

shape and size measurements from the Grand Banks and the Labrador Shelf. While the

mean iceberg waterline length on the Grand Banks is generally considered to be 59 m

(Jordaan et aI., 1995), the PERD (1999) iceberg shape and geometry database shows that

the mean waterline length of icebergs south of 48°N with measured drafts is 98 ill (67

measurements). Clearly, an iceberg draft distribution based solely on measured iceberg

drafts would not be representative of the overall population. The approach that is

generally used is to develop an iceberg length/draft relationship based on icebergs with

measured waterline lengths and drafts and combine this relationship with an iceberg

waterline length distribution considered representative of the overall population to

gencmte an iceberg draft distribution. This is the approach that will be used in this

analysis.

5,2,1 lceberg Physical Dimensions Study (Petro.Canada, 1983)

Above-water dimensions for over 600 icebergs were obtained from aerial surveys over

the Labrador Sea during the spring of 1979 (petro·Canada, 1983). Thitty·five night

lines were flown perpendicular 10 Ihe coast between March 2 and June I I at an altitude of
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approximately 900 m. Nine night lines, of which four passed over the Bjami site, were

selected for analysis. The areas covered by the night lines are shown in Figure 35.

Icebergs were visually distinguished from the surrounding pack ice using cues such as

height. the presence of open water tracks (due to differential movement), texture

(icebergs are smoother), tone (icebergs are usually more renective), waves breaking al

their base, or the presence of underwater rams. The black and white stereo aerial

photographs were processed using a Zeiss 0-2 Sterocord that allowed the measurement

of iceberg height. Iceberg length and width were measured using a measuring magnifier

and waterline area was measured using a gridded overlay.

The mean iceberg waterline length observed for all icebergs was 35.4 m and the

distribution is shown in Figure 36. Lns than 10% of the data are in the bergy bit or

growler classes. As shown in Figure 37, if only icebergs in the Bjami area are considered

Oine 2 in Fi~ 35). the mean iceberg waterline length is 44.9 m. Less than 2% of these

data are in the bergy bil or growler classes. Excluding icebergs with waterline lengths

less than 16 m results in a mean overall waterline length of37.5 m, and a mean waterline

length of 45.1 m for the Bjami area. The presence of so many small icebergs is

counterintuitive, and may be an anomaly restricted to that particular year and season.
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Figure 35 Location of night lines for aerial surveys (from Petro-Canada, 1983)
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Figure 36 All iceberg wnterline lengths from Petro-Canadll (1983) study
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Figure 37 Iceberg waterline lengths from Bjarni site (Petro-Canada, 1983)
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5.2.2 Iceberg Size Distribution Observed off Voisey's Bay «('-CORE, 1998)

C-CORE (1998) conducted iceberg surveys on in the vicinity of Voisey's Bay (see Figure

32). Two helicopter flights were used to locate icebergs that were recorded using a video

camera. It can be seen that the survey area is approximately 100 kIn north of the study

area, so it would be expected that the observed iceberg size distribution should be

representative of the Makkovik Bank.

Iceberg dimensions were detennined from an analysis of the videotape. The height of

some of the larger icebergs was determined by hovering next to the icebergs and

recording the values shown on the altimeter. Figure 38 shows the observed iceberg

waterline length, which had a mean of 61 m. Excluding icebergs with waterline lengths

less than 16 m has a minor effect, raising the mean waterline length 10 63 m. Due to the

roughness of the sUlTOunding pack ice, it is thought that some growlers may have escaped

detection.

5.2.3 Icebug Size DistributUJII Observed During Drilling Operations

Iceberg waterline length data for collected during drilling operations on the Makkovik

Bank were as obtained from well site reports (Marine Environmental Services, 1977;

MacLaren Marex, 1980; MacLaren Plansearch, 1981, 1982). Iceberg waterline length

measurements were given in towing logs as well as the iceberg track records.
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Figure 38 Waterline length distribution of icebergs observed during Voisey's Bay probe
(C-CORE, 1998)
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Approximately 20% of the icebergs recorded in the wellsite reports had waterline lengths

reponed. A small number were recorded as bergy bits or growlers and were not assigned

waterline lengths. Approximmely 10% (61) of the iceberg records consisted of one radar

sighting, and 50% of the remaining records were of a total duration of less than a day,

which did not allow much time for a support vessel to locate the icebergs and perfonn

Table 12 summarizes the iceberg waterline length data for each well and for the

combined data set, for which the distribution is shown in Figure 39. Before combining

the waterline measurements from the various wells to prtXluce a composite waterline

distribution, a check was perfomed to ensure different wellsite records from the same

year did not contain duplicate values. One was found for 1979 (Bjami 0-82 and Tyrk p_

100) and one was found for 1981 (Bjami 0-82 and North Bjami F-06). The duplicate

values were purged from the composite distribution.

It is interesting to note that the Tyrk P-100 (1979) and Bjarni (1979) data were located in

the same year and location as the data for the Petro-Canada (1983) Iceberg Physical

Dimension Study, yet there is more than a factor of two difference between the mean

waterline length from the two data sets. The wellsite data were collected between mid

July and mid-October, while the aerial surveys were perfonned in May and early June,

which may account for some of lhe difference. However, it is far more likely that the

difference was due to a bias in well site iceberg measurements. Many smaller icebergs
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were likely never detected by radar. Also, iceberg mcasuremcnlS were usually performed

on icebergs lhat are candidates (or lOwing, and towing efforts would ha\'e been focused

on the icebergs that posed the largest lhrcat, which, all Other (actor being equal, would

have been the larger icebergs. For these reasons, it is thought lhat a iceberg waterline

lenglh distribution based solely on wellsite observations would be eAlremcly

conservative.

Table 12 Iceberg Watcrline Lengths from Wel1site Observations on Makkovik Bank

No. of Waterline
Mean

Standard
Wellsite Year Iceberg Lengths

(m)
Deviation

Records Recorded (m)
He '0IfM-92 1976 27 16 103.9 66.8
T k P-lOO 1979 168 34 104.7 44.9
BjamiO-82 1979 101 49 103.6 59.0

1980 15 9 91.8 86.7
1981 383 33 86.3 54.8

North B'ami F-06 1981 57 19 114.2 57.6
Combined N/A 749 158 100.3 57.6

5.2.4 Iceberg SiZl Obsen'aJu:ms/rom liP Aerial Surveys

The PERD iceberg dawbase (PERD, 2001) contains in excess of 180,000 iccberg

sightings covering a very large geographic area wilh sightings from a varicty of sources.

There is a substantial quantity of iceberg size data, but there are no measured iceberg

waterline lengths further north than 51°N. However, there are numerous sightings on the

Labrador Shelf in the PERD iceberg database where the iccberg has been assigned to a

siz.eclass.
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Figure 39 Iceberg waterline lengths recorded during drilling operations on Makkovik
Bank (1976-1981)
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Iceberg size classifications from some sources (i.e. ship's reports) are not reliable. For

cxample, one of the towing logs reviewed for the iceberg drift analysis gave descriptions

of two towed icebergs as bergy bits (usually a lenn reserved for icebergs with waterline

lengths below 5m) and then reported waterline lengths of 30 and 50 m (Mad..aren Marex,

1980). Iceberg size data wcre restricted to those obtained from aerial surveys perfonned

by the International Ice Patrol ([[P). These observations, made by professional ice

observers, would be expected to have a reasonable degree of consistency. Table 13 gives

the waterline length ranges for the various size classes used by the lIP.

Table 13 International Ice Patrol Iceberg Size Classes

Size Classification Waterline Lenl!th (m)
Growlers 0-15
Small 16-60
Medium 61-122
Lar e 123-213
Ve Lar e >213

The "Very Large" size class is a relatively recent invention. No icebergs are reported in

this size class prior to 1993, which excludes most of the data collected on the Labrador

Shclf. For this reason, any further discussion and analysis using iceberg sizc class data

will lump together the "Largc" and "Very Large" size classes. The number of icebergs

reported in the "Growler" size class (which actually includes both growlers and bergy

bits) seems to be much less than would be expected. Approximately 10% of icebergs

assigned to a size class are in this group, however indications are that the actual number

of icebergs in {his size class is approximately equal to the total number of icebergs in all
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other size classes combined (Crocker et aI., 2000). Further analysis of IlP iceberg size

class data will not consider this size class.

Table 14 shows a breakdown of the iceberg size class data from the Grand Banks, the

Labrador Shelf and the Makkovik Bank. The Grand Banks data were taken from an area

bounded by 46°N 10 48°N and 47°W to 50oW, which was the approximate area from

which measured iceberg lengths were used to derive the 59m mean value commonly used

on the Grand Banks. The Labrador Shelf data were taken from an area bounded by 52°N

to 62°N and the Makkovik Bank data were taken from an area bounded by 55°N to 56°N.

A comparison of the relative proportions in each size class for each of the three areas

indicates that there is very little difference.

Table 14 Size Class Data from IlP Aerial Surveys

Size Class Grand Banks Labrador Shelf
Number Proportion Number Proportion

Makkovik Bank
Number Proportion

Small

Medium
Large and
Very Larve

2020 49.4% 3937 52.7%

1507 36.9% 2584 34.6%
561 13.7% 951 12.7%

423 45.7%

349 37.7%
154 16.6%

Given that the iceberg survey off Voisey's Bay (C-CORE, 1998) and the Iceberg Physical

Dimensions Study (petro-Canada, 1983) were both conducted in the spring and early

summer (March to early June) and the weBsite iceberg observations were obtained in

mid-summer and fan (late June to October), there exists the possibility that the difference

in iceberg size is a seasonal effect. For example, in the spring the water is colder and the

melt rate of smaller icebergs could be slower, resulting in a higher proportion of small
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icebergs. Table 15 shows an analysis of the iceberg size data for the Labrador Shelf

broken down into two time periods corresponding to the times periods when the different

data sets were obtained. June was excluded to ensure a clear demarcation between the

two subsets. Thcre were insufficient data to make a meaningful comparison for the

Makkovik Bank. There does not appear any significant difference between the two time

periods. An analysis of Labrador Shelf size data on a monthly basis did not indicate any

meaningful trends. It was concluded that the difference in the mean observed iceberg

lengths was not due to seasonal effects.

Table 15 Seasonal Size Class Data from lIP Aerial Surveys

Size Class

Small
Medium
Large and
VervLar e

Labrador Shelf
March-Mav
47.2%
40.6%
12.1%

July - October
41.9%
42.2%

115.9%

5.2.5 Iceberg ungtli Disrribution/or tile Makkovik Bank

Thc iceberg waterline length distribution on the Grand Banks is representcd by an

exponential distribution with a mean of 59 m (Jordaan et al., 1995). When using this

distribution to generate iceberg masses (i.e. for impact force simulations) or drafts (i.e.

for impact probability with subsea structures) a sample population of icebergs is

generated and icebergs with waterline lengths less Ihan 15.5 ill are discarded. The

justification for discarding icebergs with waterline lengths less than 15.5 ill is that the

occurrence of these icebergs are not documented in iceberg surveys so that the frequency

estimates do not include this size class. Note that the size classes in Tablc 13 are given as
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integer values, so the distinction between growlers and small icebergs was set al 15.5 m

when dealing with continuous variables.

Figure 40 compares the exceedance values for the various iceberg waterline datasets

previous discussed. Also shown is the exceedance plot for the Grand Banks waterline

length distribution, as well as cxceedance plOLS for exponential distributions with means

of 80 m and 100 m. All of these datasets and distributions have been normalized with

respect to 16 m waterline length. The Grand Banks waterline length distribution predicts

higher frequencies for medium and large icebergs than would be indkated by either the

data from the Icehcrg Physical Dimensions Study or the iceberg survey off Voisey's Bay.

However, it does agree very well with the exceedance level for the large iceberg size

elass detennined from the lIP sightings. Compared with the wellsite data, the Grand

Banks distribution predicts lower frequencies for medium and large icebergs, but over

predicts the frequency of very large icebergs (> 213m). This is significant since this is

the iceberg size range that poses the most risk in the water depth range of interest (140 m

and greater). Exponential distributions with means of 80 and 100 ill have been included

for comparison, but there is no compelling reason to use them.

5.2.6 Iceberg Draft Distribution

Several sources have documented relationships between iceberg waterline length and

measured draft thai can be used to develop iceberg draft distributions for use in the

grounding model.
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Hotze! and Miller (1983) presented -an analysis of iceberg dimension data collected

between 1973 and 1978 off the coast of Labrador during drilling operations. Using 75

data points, the following equation was developed for waterline length (L j ) and draft (D j );

(5.1)

The original data were not available, which precludes the construction of a draft

exccedance curve since the distribution of the residuals could not be detennined.

Brooks (1982) analyzed measured iceberg waterline lengths and drafts to detennine

whether an iceberg's waterline length could be considered its maximum possible draft.

This was found to be true for over 90% of the available data. A relationship between

draft and length was nOi derived. However, Ihe original Brooks dataset, consisting of 214

draft and length measurements, was available and was analyzed to obtain;

(5.2)

The location of the original iceberg measurements is not known, however given the

publication date il is likely they were obtained off the Labrador coast. However, it is

possible thaI some of these data may have been obtained further north or off the coast of

Newfoundland. The dataset contained a maximum waterline length of 599 m and a

maximum draft of 219 m. Given the uncertainty of the origin of these data, this datasel

was not considered a reliable basis for an iceberg draft exeecdance curve.

PERD (1999) presented iceberg dimensional data from a variety of sources. A distinction

was made between Grand Banks data and Labrador data based on whether the iceberg
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was observed north or south of SooN. Based on 108 data poinlS. the following length to

draft relationship Wllll determined for the Labrador data:

0; =3.9/..;fJ.6J (5.3)

lbere does not appear to be significant overlap .....ith the Hottel and Miller (1983) dataset.

but the relationships are very similar. Based on 101 data poinlS, the following length to

draft relationship was determined for the Grand Banks data:

Of= 1.9.5 LtfJ.79 (5.4)

The data for the Grand Banks relationship is actually a subset of the 211 point dataset

used by C·CORE (2000) to develop the following:

Of = 3.23 /..;0.68 (5.5)

The various relationships are shown in Figure 41. II can be seen that the curves for the

Labrador data (HOIZel and Miller, 1983; Brooks, 1982; PERD, 1999) are all reasonably

consistent. The two curves for the Grand Banks (PERD, 1999; C..cORE, 2000) both

predict deeper keels than the Labrador curves. This is likely due to the fact there are few

data for very large icebergs in lhesc dataselS.

The procedure previously described was used to generate drafl distributions for the data

from Brooks (1982) and the Labrndor data from PERD (1999). A comparison with the

draft distribution developed using the C-CORE (2000) data showed that the Grand Banks

draft distribution (based on an exponential waterline length distribution with a mean of

59m) had a slightly more conservative (higher) proponion of keels in deeper water,

which would give slightly more conservative resullS for the grounding model in the water
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deplhs of inteR:St. For this reason, lhe draft distribution used for the risk analysis was

based on the C-eORE (2000) Grand Banks length/draft R:lationship.
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Figure 41 A comparison of length/draft relulionships derived from various sources
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5.3 Iceberg Drift

The frequency at which iceberg keels comact !he seabed is a function of the mean iceberg

drift speed and Ihe distribution of drift direction. These factors are typically determined

by the analysis of site-specific iceberg drift data. Iceberg drift could be modeled using

environmental driving forces. however given Ihe uncertainty associated with some of the

parameters (particularly currents) this is not usually a viable alternative. Data collected

during research and drilling operations on the Makkovik Bank are sufficient to determine

drift parameters with a reasonable degree of confidence.

5.3.1 liP Data Blloy Program (1977-1989)

From 1977 to 1989 the Intemationallce Patrol (UP) monitored the drift of 21 icebergs off

!he coasts of Greenland, Labrador and Newfoundland using instrumented buoys placed

on icebergs which allowed their positions to be monitored using satellites. Details are

gi\'Cn by Murphy and Wright (1989), and the drift tnlCk data are publicly available.

Tbe trneks of two of the icebergs !hat drifted in the vicinity of the Makkovik Bank are

shown in Figure 42. A large tabular iceberg tagged with buoy 00160 passed by the

Makkovik Bank between May 29 and June 5, 1977, during which time it had a mean drift

speed of 0.61 mls. A 600m waterline length iceberg tagged with buoy 01344 passed by

the Makkovik Bank between April 27 and May 10. 1978, during which time it had a

mean drift speed of 0.32 mls. Despite the difference in the mean drift speed, the two

icebergs display a similar trajectory, which is also observed when the trajectories for the

two icebergs are plolted over their fuJI range (approximately SOON to 70°N). These
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tracks are not useful in terms of providing velocity statistics for the pipeline risk analysis,

but they are useful in terms of giving some indication of regional iceberg drift patterns.

iW~i'W~-------:::::------=----'--==::::.,u.

Figure 42 Iceberg tnicks near Makkovik Bank from lIP Data Buoy Program
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5.3.2 Analysis ofWdlsiU Oburvan'ons (Simms, 1986)

Simms (1986) analyzed iceberg lI1Ijectories collected during drilling operations on lhe

Labrador shelf. 1be data we~ obtained in digital fonn from Canada Oil and Gas Lands

Administration (COGLA). The locations of the wellsites in the vicinity of the Millovik

Bank analyzed by Simms are shown in Figure 43. With the exception of Robervul C-02

(1980), no results for wellsite data obtained later than 1979 were presented.

The speed calculations were based on daily average iceberg positions. Since icebergs

tend to meander, drifl speeds based on average daily iceberg positions would not be

instantaneous drifl speeds, but would be somewhal slower. Since many iceberg tracks

arc less than IwO days duration, the use of daily a"crnge position limited the number of

data points for some of the wellsites. For example, statistics for Bjami H-81 (1974) are

based on only 3 data points. Mean drift speeds and directions are given in Table 16.

The results presented here are only a fraction of the total presented by Simms (1986),

who has, 10 date, prc5Cnted lhe mosl comprehensive regional analysis of iceberg drift

data.

Table 16 Iceberg Drift Characteristics in Makkovik Bank Region (Simms. 1986)

WeBsite Ye"
Mean Drift Mean Drift Number of
Speed (m/s) Bearinl!:l c Observations

Hooedale E-33 1978 0.293 160.6 83
TvrkP-IOO 1979 0.184 186.7 65
HcriolfM·92 1976 0.323 130.6 23
8·ami 0-82 1979 0.204 177.0 l70
BjamiH-81 1973 0.142 192.0 21

1974 0.428 223.3 3
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Figure 43 Mean iceberg drift speeds and bearings in study area (Simms, 1986)
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5.3.3 liP Drifter BuoJ Data (Murphy et aI., 1996)

The International Ice PatrOl (liP) uses a surface cumnt d:ltllbase for the prediction of

iceberg movemenl. This database is based on the trajectories of drifter buoys. the

majority of which had drogues in the 30 to 50 m water depth range. 1lIc drift data we~

processed to detennine the daily average eastward and northward drift componenls.

Figu~ 44 shows the results of this analysis in the vicinity of the Makkovik Bank. It

should be noted that there were relatively few drifter buoys in this region compared to

areas further south. Although these current vectors cannot be directly utilized for the risk

analysis, Ihey are a useful indication of the iceberg drift behavior closer 10 shore where

there is no actual iceberg trajcclOry data.

5.3.4 Analysis ofDJJlofrom Two lAbrador Wellsits (Boll et aI., 1981)

Ball et al. (1981) analyzed iceberg trajectories collccted at the Gudrid H-55 (1974) and

the Bjami (}..82 (1979) wellsites on the Labrador Shelf. Hourly iceberg drift statistics

were deri,'ed. characteristics of the iceberg lTIOlion were described, and aspects of iceberg

drift modeling and forecasting were discussed. The mean hourly drift speeds at the

Gudrid H-55 and Bjami (}..S2 wellsites were found to be 0.202 mls and O.lSI mis,

respectively. Simms (1986) mean daily drift speeds for the two sites we~ 0.217 mls and

0.204 mls. which is a discrepancy since a drift velocity based on hourly values would be

expected to be greater than one based on daily values. The reilson ror the discrepancy is

unknown, and as shown in the following section, hourly drift speeds are greater than

daily drift speeds.
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5.3.5 Analysis of 1Vl:l1sUl: Rt:por1s

Attempts to obl:ain lhe original wellsite iceberg data in digital fonnat were unsuccessful.

It appean> that the data have been lost, mislaid or forgonen, and thus are no longer in the

public domain.

Copies of wellsite reports (Marine Environmental Services, 1977; MacLaren Marex,

1980; MacLaren Plansearch, 1981, 1982) wen: obtained from the Canada-Newfoundland

Offshore Petroleum Board (CNOPB) library. The iceberg track data were convened to

digital fonnat by either scanning the iceberg sighting dnta and using character recognition

software or manually keying data into spreadsheets. Records were checked thoroughly to

ensure that copying elTOrs were minimized. The wellsites for which reports were copied

and converted to digital formal are shown in Figure 45.

Iceberg r.mges and bearings were used 10 calculate iceberg positions in Cartesian

coordinates (kilolDClCrt north and east) relative to the various wellsites. The iceberg

tracks from the various wellsites are shown in Figure 46. It can seen lhat lheIe are few

tracks on lhe soulhem portion of the Makkovik Bank where lhe pipelines pass into water

depths in excess of 200m, and none where lhe pipeline roUie approaches shon:. Each

iceberg sighting also has an associated date and time, allowing the elapsed time between

sightings to be dctennined. When combined with easterly and northerly displacements

calculated from the moges and bearings, the drift speed and direction could easily be

dClcnnined. Over 17,000 drift vectors were generated in this manner. The distribution of

drift direction is shown in Figure 47 for each of the well sites. The wellsites on the
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western side of the Makkovik Bank show a preferential drift direction to the southwest,

while for Tyrk P-lOO, on the eastern side of the Makkovik Bank, there is no clear trend.

~.~'WL-_---_L-_-----~---=-----"

Figure 45 Locations of wellsites for which iceberg trajectories were processed
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Figure 46 Combined iceberg tracks for all wellsites
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Figure 47 Distribution of iceberg drift direction for each datu set
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Periods during which icebergs were being towed were identified from the towing logs.

Icebergs that were towed were identified and the towed and free-floating drift speeds for

these icebergs were compared. The mean iceberg drift speed when under tow was

approximately 25% higher than for the free-floating condition. Drift data for icebergs

while towed were excluded from any funher analysis 0,%9 data points).

Approximately 7% of the remaining data points (1,134) were those where no change in

iceberg location was recorded, resulting in zero drift speed. Some ponion of these were

considered due to the iceberg being grounded, while others were likely due to [imitntions

in sensor resolution (i.e. very low drift speeds). This raised Ihe issue of whether the

iceberg drift speeds used for the risk annlysis should be based only on free-floating drift

velocities or if the time icebergs spent grounded should be considered. If the issue al

hand concerned impact velocities (and the associated impact forces) with a structure, then

zero drift speeds would definitely be excluded. However, for frequency of impacts with a

structure or the seabed it could be argued that grounded icebergs cannot impact anything,

so the correct drift speed would include the time spent grounded. However, the standard

procedure for this type of analysis is to exclude the zero drift speeds with the

understanding that this yields a conservative result. TherefofC, zero drift speeds were

excluded, however the impact on the overall mean drift speed was less than 10%.

The time interval between sightings was also considered. The majority of sightings

(10,725) were collected at I-hour time intervals. However, recorded sighting intervals

were as shon as 1 minute. Iceberg ranges were usually recorded in increments of 0.05 10
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0.1 nautical miles (depending on the distance of the iceberg from the wellsile) and

bearings were usually recorded in increments of 1°. It would be expected that speeds

based on very shon lime intervals would be significantly greater than those based on

longer time periods due to the finite nature of the displxements. Figure 48 (lOp) shows

the relationship between the e1:lpsed time between sightings and the resulting drift speed,

along with the number of data points and the standard deviation of the drift speeds for

ench interval. For time intervals less than 15 minutes the drift speed is approximately 0.5

mis, however this decreases considernbly in the 15-45 minute range. Based on mis, drift

speeds based on time intervals of less than 15 minutes were excluded from funher

analysis. Beyond the 2-hour range the mean drift speed continues to slowly decrease.

Figure 48 (bottom) shows a 215 m waterline length iceberg observed in the vicinity of the

Bjami 0-81 wellsite from August 23 to September 8, 1979. This type of meandering

track is typical of Ihe iceberg trajcctories observed in the region. Obviously. mis track

consists of sightings observed on regular time intervals, howe'·er it can be appreciated

mat if drift speeds were based on positions at longer time intervals (i.e. a day) the mean

drift speed would be decreased appreciably. An upper time interval was set (adminedly

somewhat arbitrarily) at 4 hours. excluding a further 600 data points from the analysis.
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Table 17 gives the mean drift speed and the mean drift direction for each of the wellsites.

The mean drift direction was calculated by summing the easterly and nonherly

components of all of the drift vectors and calculating the oriemation of the resultant

Veelor. The mean drift speeds and directions are reasonably consistent from site to site

and. where direct comparisons can be made. the mean drift speeds are close to those

calculated by Simms (1986).

Table 17 Wellsite Iceberg Data Analyzed

Wellsite Location y,,, No. of Mean M,on
Icebergs Speed (mls) Direction (0)

HerjolfM-92 55° 31' 53.53"'N 1976 27 0.31 147
57° 44' 48.82'" W

Tyrk P-lOO 55° 29' 49.87" N 1979 168 0.23 127
58° 13'47.05"'W

BjamiO-82 55°31'48.45"'N 1979 101 0.23 158
57° 42' 30.99" W 1980 15 0.31 143

1981 383 0.26 154
North Bjami F-06 55° 35'29.57'" N 1981 57 0.31 121

57° 45' 45.68'" W

In order to gain some understanding of the variation in mean drift speed and drift

direction the drift vectors from the various wellsites were combined and sorted into bins

measuring 6' latitude by 12' longitude. The mean drift speed and drift oriemation are

shown for each bin in Figure 49. The mean drift direction was calculated using the same

approach as was utilized for the individual wells. The lengths of the vectors are the

vector sum of the easterly and northerly mean drift components (LV, & LV.). Since

the east/west and north/south components cancel each other out, comparing the length of

the resulting vector with the mean drift speed gives some indication of the variability of
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iceberg drift direction. It can be seen that iceberg drift is more directional in the northern

portion of the Makkovik Bank and in deeper water to·the north and east.

0.,\ 0.26
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Figure 49 Gridded drift speeds for the Makkovik Bank, with mean drift speeds and
vectors gcnerated from the sum of the easterly and northerly velocity
components
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To obtain dislJibutions of drift direction and speed for input into the grounding model,

the drift vectors were distributed into three zones, as shown in Figure 50. Zone 1, with

2691 drift vectors, is intended to be representative of the central ponion of the Makkovik

Bank, Zone 2 is, with 1550, is intcnded to be representative of the westcrn ponion of the

Makkovik Bank, where the water is deeper and drift appears to be more unifonnly

directed 10 the southwesl. Zone 3, with 408 vectors, is intended to be representative of

the southern ponion of the Makkovik Bank, where the drift appears to be more random.

Table 18 gives a breakdown of direction and mean drift speeds.

Tablc 18 Breakdown of Drift Speed and Direction by Zone Gencrated from Wellsite
Observations

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
Bearing

Proponion
Mean

Proponion
Mean

Proponion
Mean

Range Si=d Speed Speed
(%)

(m1s)
(%)

(mI,
(%)

mI,)
00 _300 6.5 0.21 4.5 0.22 4.4 0.20
300 _600 5.8 0.21 4.7 0.20 4.4 0.16
600 _900 6.5 0.17 5.3 0.19 10.3 0.21
900 _1200 7.5 0.21 11.7 0.24 14.5 0.22
1200 _1500 1l.5 0.24 17.9 0.34 9.3 0.20
1500 _1800 11.6 0.31 16.0 0.33 10.5 0.15
1800 _210° ILl 0.30 11.3 0.26 4.2 0.24

2100 _240° 8.3 0.24 7.8 0.23 7.1 0.30

240°·270° 8.6 0.23 7.0 0.19 9.8 0.21

270°·300° 7.6 0.24 4.9 0.17 11.0 0.27

300°.3300 8.6 0.23 4.8 0.16 5.4 0.24
330°_3600 6.4 0.25 4.1 0.22 9.1 0.17

All N/A 0.24 N/A 0.26 N/A 0.21

The remaining issue is to assign a drift direction and speed distribution for the near-shore

ponion of the pipeline route. The DP gridded currents (Figure 44) suggest that the mean

drift direction would be parallel to the shore, and the few binned velocity vectors closer
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to shore (Figure 49) would seem to support this assumption. A conservative assumption

would be to assign a unifonn distribution in drift direction, since this would drive more

icebergs upslope and cause more groundings. A mean drift speed of 0.24 mls (a mean of

Ihe mean drift speeds for the other zones) would also be a reasonable assumption.

Figure 50 Drift direction distribution according 10 zone
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5.4 Bathymetry

The Labrador Shelf, shown in Figure 51, can be considered to be broken down into three

zones: (i) an outer shelf comprised of a series of banks including the Makkovik, Harrison,

Nain, Hamilton and Saglek Banks; (ii) a marginal trough which runs parallel 10 the

coastline: and (iii) an inner shelf adjacent to the shore.

The grounding model requires water depth, seabed slope and orientation. The following

sections describe the sources of the bathymetric data used to determine the water depth

along the pipeline route as well as the slope and orientation of the seabed. A comparison

with the pipeline water depth profiles given by Petro-Canada (1983) is provided.

5.4.1 Makkovik Bank Bathymetry

Figure 52 shows bathymetric data from Natural Resource Map #18656 (Canadian

Hydrographic Service). A Natural Resource Map (NRM) is generally derived from

industry data and gives bathymetric data in the fonn of contour lines, however the source

of the data used to generate this particular map is unknown. COntours are in 10 m

intervals for water depths less than 400 m, with the exception of the 150 m and 200 m

contour lines, which arc absent. This map was obtained in digital format and consisted of

three vectors giving the latitude, longitude and water depth. No individual soundings

were included. The bathymetric contours were cropped to the area around the pipeline

routes for illustrative purposes.
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Figure 51 Bathymetry of Labrador Shelf (from Petro-Canada, 1983)
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Figure 52 Bathymetric contours from Natural Resource Map #18656 on Makkovik Bank
and marginaltroogh ponions of pipeline route
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Figure 53 shows a portion of a composite map derived fmm Canadian Hydrographic

Chart 5150 and industry surveys on the Makkovik Bank (petro-Canada, 1983). This map

showed bathymetric contoupj at 10 m intervals, as well as numerous individual

soundings. The region around the pipeline routes was scanned and the contour lines and

sounding were digitized. This data will be referred to subsequently as digitized

bathymetry.

5.4.2 LAndfall Bathymetry

Figure 54 shows a portion of bathymelric chart (Canadian Hydrogrnphic Chan 5150:

White Bear Islands to Ragged Islands) upon which the landfall portion of the pipeline has

been superimposed (Petro-Canada, 1983). This chart is no longer listed in the catalogue

of nautical charts published by Ihe Canadian Hydrographic Service. Water depths are in

fathoms. The chart was scanned and soundings in the region shown in Figure 54 were

digitized.

The presence of a submarine canyon was inferred from thc sounding data (Petro-Canada,

1983), as shown in Figure 55. The landfall portion of the pipeline follows the canyon in

order to exploit the natural shielding effect this feature provides against iceberg keels. It

was assumed Ihat there was zero risk from scouring icebergs inside this canyon, which

protects approximately 15.7 Ian of the pipeline. The final 2.3 Ian of pipeline runs

through a tunnellhat protects it from iceberg damage.
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Figure 54 Bathymetric chart showing pipeline landfall (from Petro-Canada, 1983)
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5.4.3 Pipeline Profiles

The bathymeuy data were used to generate waler depth profiles along the various

pipeline routes. Figure: 56 and Figure 57 show comparisons between tabulated pipeline

profile values (Petro-Canada, 1983) and tile NRM and digitized balhymeuy. In both

cases digitized data .....ere used for the landfall ponion of the pipeline routes. 1be

digitized bathymetry for the Makkovk Bank and the marginal trough gives much better

agreement with the tabulated values than the NRM bathymetry, which is to be expected

since the tabulated and digitized profiles are derived from the same source. The profiles

for thc landfall portion of the pipelines show some obvious differenccs with the tabulated

data, howcvcr it should be noted that the bathymctric data in the landfall region are

relatively sparse. leaving more leeway for interpretation in the original study.

5.4.4 Seabed Slope and Orienta/ion

The seabed slope and orientation were detennined at 2 km intervals along each of the

pipelines on the Makkovik Bank and the marginal trough. Slopes and orientations for

various points were determined by superimposing a 3 )( 3 grid (l Ion spacing) and

interpolating water depths for each point. The mean easterly and northerly slopes were

then used to detennine overall slope and orientation for each point of interest. Figure 58

shows the magnitude and orientation of the seabed slope along the pipelines routes for the

digitized bathymetry dataset.
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generated from NRM bath)IDCtric data
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Figure 58 Seabed slopes and orientations generated from digitized bathymetry

Significant variations in seabed slope were seen along the routes. In water depths less

than 150 m on the Makkovik Bank the mean seabed slope is approximately 0.002, while

the mean seabed slopes for the pigging and North Bjami pipelines are double this value.
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Mean seabed slopes in the marginal trough along the pipeline routes arc approximately

0.015. Slope orientations on the Makkovik Bank are predominantly to the northeast

(down-slope directions). Slopes derived from the NRM and digitized bathymetry

datasets were reasonably consistent, however some differences were noted for the initial

portion of the Bjami route where the NRM data indicated lower seabed slopes.

The bathymetry data for the shore approach are sparse and not useful for determining

slope orientation. However, since there are no iceberg drift data for this area, seabed

slope orientation was not required. Seabed slope magnitude was estimated from the

tabulated pipeline profiles.

5.4.5 Conclusions

The digitized bathymetry appeared to be more detailed and complete than the NRM

bathymetry and allowed for a more direct comparison with Ihe input to the original

iceberg risk analysis. Therefore, this source was used to generate water depths, seabed

slopes and orientations for the risk analysis. Water depths and seabed slopes for the

shore approach was taken from the pipeline profile data in the Bjarni Development Study

(Petro-Canada, 1983)
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5.5 Comparison With Petro-Canada (1983) Parameters

Petro-Canada (1983) used iceberg frequcncy data combined with iceberg drift

charactcristics to generate iceberg flux values for use in the risk analysis. The grounding

model used in .the risk analysis procedure presented in this thesis uses iceberg frequency

as a direct input. The mean iceberg areal density value adopted for use in the risk

analysis was approximately three times higher than the areal densities used by Petro-

Canada (1983) to generate iceberg flux values.

Petro-Canada (1983) used a draft distribution based on 41 measured iceberg drafts to

determine the proportion of icebergs capable of scouring the seabed. The drafts followed

a gamma distribution and had a mean of 90.8 m and a standard deviation of 43 ffi. The

draft distribution that was adopted for use in this risk analysis. based on observed iceberg

waterline lengths and a waterline length/draft relationship, had a mean of 58.8 m and a

standard deviation of 34.3 ffi. A comparison of the two distributions is given in Table 19

and shown in Figure 59.

Table 19 Iceberg Draft Distributions used for Bjami Pipelinc Risk Studies, Bergy Bits
and Growlers Excluded
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SCOUR PARAMETERS FOR STUDY AREA

The panuneters of primary interest relate to scour geometry (width, length, and depth).

The plan shape (width and length) of a scour is usually detennined using sidescan sonar,

while depths are detennined using a depth sounder (i.e. c:c::ho sounder or multi-beam) or

shallow geophysical instruments (i.e. sub-bottom profiler). The scour depth distribution

used in the original PetnrCanada (1983) risk analysis was based on a single seabed

survey at the Bjami site, withoul any consideration for the resolution of the data.

Additional data, obtained during subsequent surveys, has been analyzed for the relevant

scour parameters and the effect of instrument resolution on scour depth measurements

has been considered.

6.1 Data Soun:es

6.I.J DIGS Mosaia

In 1985 a number of seabed surveys were conducled as part of the DIGS (Dynamics of

Iceberg Grounding and Scouring) experiment (Hodgson et aI, 1980). The locations of

these mosaics are shown in Figure 60. A lGein Hydroscan l()().kHz sidescan sonar

system, lowed 20 10 25 m above the seabed, was used to provide high-resolution

documentation of the seabed surface. A Huntec dual Deeptow Seismic (DTS) system was

used 10 provide shallow stratigraphic d3ta. DIGS provided the most extensive scour data

set for the Makkovik Bank.
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Figure 60 Mosaics on the Makkovik Bank

6.1.2 Bjanri Survey

Geomarine (1976) conducted an iceberg scour and bathymetric survey at the Bjami site

in 1975, as shown in Figure 60. At approximately 135 km2
, this mosaic covers the

largest area of any of the mosaics on the Makkovik Bank. An ORE 100-kHz sidescan

sonar and a Raytheon 719 high4 resolution echo sounder were used to collect the scour

data. Prominent scours were mapped and parameters were tabulated for scours with

minimum depths of I m.
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6.1.3 North Bjarni Survey

Geomarine (1980) also conducted a seabed survey at the North Bjami sile at the location

indicated in Figure 60 using the same instrumentation as the 1975 survey (Geomarine,

1976). At approximately 12 km2
, this was a relatively small mosaic. All visible scours

were mapped, although no scour data were tabultlted.

6.1.4 Grand Banks Scour Catalog

Data from the Grand Banks Scour Catalog (Canadian Seabed Research, 2000) used for

the White Rose scour analysis (C-CORE, 2001 b) have been included forcomparison with

the Labrador data. The iceberg scour data, derived from a number of sources, are among

the most recent and accumte available. The scour data were restricted to a region on the

nonheast Grand Banks considered representative of the White Rose site and bounded by

the 110m and 140m isobaths (see Figure 61). This data set comprises in excess of 1000

ice scour records. Additional data from the PERD (2000) study were also considered.

6.1.5 Regional Ice Scour Database

This database (Geonautics, 1989) was the most comprehensive collection of iceberg

scour data until it was supplanted by the Grand Banks Scour Catalog in the 1990's. The

scour data originated from a variety of sources and, as shown in Figure 62, covered a vast

region. This database, which represented the "state of the an" in terms of scour data

available during its time period, has been included here for comparison with the Grand

Banks Scour Catalog (GBSC) and the DIGS data, which were not incorporated.
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Figure 61 Study area covered for While Rose study (C-CORE, 200lb)
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Figure 62 Area covered by Regional Ice Scour Database (from Geonllutics, 1989)
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6.2 Scour Width

Scour width is required for the calculation of scour crossing frequency over subsea

structures. It also has an effect on soil deformations beneath the scour. Scour width is

not a significant factor the scour crossing frequency for a structure such as a pipeline,

which is dominated by the pipeline length. However, scour width can be used as a

diagnostic tool when comparing scour data from various sources.

6.2.1 DIGS Mosaics

Figure 63 shows the combined scour width dala from the DIGS mosaics. This includes

scour width data from the Anastasia, Bertha and Repetitive mapping mosaics. The scour

widlh dala from the Gladys mosaic were not given in the DIGS report. As shown in

Figure 63, the mean scour width observed during the DIGS study was 20 m from scours

with multiple segments combined and 20.2 ill if segments were not combined (572

widths). The mean scour widths for the Anastasia, Bertha and Repetitive Mapping

mosaics were 17.5 m, 18.5 m and 22.1 m, respectively.

Table 20 gives scour width distributions for each soil type and water depth range. It can

be seen that the difference between each of the sediment types is minimal, however there

does appear to be a significant increase in width for water depths greater Ihan 170m.

This may be due to larger icebergs producing larger scours in deeper water, or these

features may be relict scours. The mean scour width in the i70-21Om water depth range

is 25.5m. A similar increase in scour width is seen on the Grand Banks, with a mean

scour width of31.5 m in the 170 -210 m water depth range (PERD, 2000).
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In the DIGS study scour features with length/width ratios less than 2 were designated as

pits. The pit .....idth values documented in the DIGS report are the measurement along the

longest axis. The mean pit width is 39.lm (204 values). The mean pit widths for the

Anaswia. Bertha and Repetitive Mapping mosaics are 42.1. 30.0 and 42.8 m,

respectively. Pit widths, broken down in terms of soil lype and wa~r depth range. are

given in Table 20. The mean pit widths in Labrador Shelf Drift is less than the other 2

sediment types, however this malerial is mostly found in the shallower water depths. Pit

width appears to increase with water depth.

6.2.2 Bjarni Survey Scour Width DaJa

The analysis of the Bjami wel1site survey (Geomarine, 1976) was restricted to scour

features with depths equal to or greater than I m. Reponed scour feature widths were

broken down into Ihose with discernable orientations, for which the width was cOITeCted

for orientation. and those without discemable orientations (lengths were not lisled for

tabulated data). The mean com:cted width (N=207) WIIS 56.2 m and the mean

uncorrected width (N=102) was 60.8 ffi. No distinction was made between pit and scour

features in the data. The difference between the scour widths observed in this survey.

compared to the DIGS dala. is most likely due to the exclusion of scours with depths less

than I m.
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Figure 63 Distribution of scour width from DIGS mosaics
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Table 20 Distribution of Scour and Pil Widths from DIGS Mosnics

IX Water Depth $coo" Pi"
Ran.l!:e No. Mean(m) SD. m No. Mean(m) SD. m
9Om-100m 2 22.S 10.6 3 40.0 17.3

~ 100m-110m 2 44.• 50.9 • N/A N/A

~ 110m-120m 21 29.2 22.0 9 39.4 16.3

~
120m-130m 3 20.3 9.• 9 36.1 21.5

~
130m-140m 42 17.4 6.5 35 47.S 24.5
140m-150m 39 19.4 9.5 17 42.9 25.8
All Devths 109 21.0 13.9 73 43.7 23.2
110m-120m 7 16.7 8.8 • N/A N/A
120m-130m 81 17.0 1l.4 21 32.S 14.3
13Om~140m 44 22.• 10.7 11 32.5 10.7
140m-150m 39 24.1 11.6 2 75 3S.4

'" 150m-160m 44 20.9 13.3 3 43.3 7.6

1 160m-170m 4. 19.7 9.3 4 76.3 36.4
170m·180m 26 26.5 14.9 ,. 36.4 2\.0
180m-190m 15 27.8 11.4 3 91.7 35.1
190m-200m 8 32.5 13.3 • N/A N/A
200m-210m 3 38.3 6.1 • N/A N/A
All Deoths 307 21.5 12.3 54 41.9 25.5
8Om-90m 9 16.9 8.4 0 N/A N/A
9Om·l00m 17 18.4 9.9 2 22.S 10.6

l' 100m-110m 34 18.1 8.0 13 33.6 20.7
'2.::: 110m-120m 43 17.7 8.9 33 28.2 18.5o 'C

]" 120m-130m 44 17.6 9.8 21 34.5 13.0
130m-140m 16 17.9 8.2 8 47.4 21.0

j J4Om-ISOm 3 20.3 4.0 1 28.0 N/A
All DeDlhs 166 17.9 8.8 78 32.6 18.2
8Om.9Om 9 16.9 8.4 0 N/A N/A
9Om-100m 19 18.8 9.8 5 33.0 16.4
100m·1I0m 36 19.5 13.1 13 33.6 20.7
110m-120m 69 20.7 15.0 42 30.6 18.5

~
120m-130m 124 16.7 9.8 50 34.4 14.9

... 130m-140m 99 19.3 9.0 54 44.4 22.4

a 140m-150m 80 21.6 10.7 20 45.4 27.2
150m-160m 44 20.9 13.3 3 43.3 7.6

~ 160m-170m 40 19.7 9.3 4 76.3 36.4
170m-180m 26 26.5 14.9 10 36.4 21.0
180m-190m 15 27.8 11.4 3 91.7 35.1
190m-200m 8 32.S 13.3 0 N/A N/A
200m-210m 3 38.3 6.1 0 N/A N/A
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6.2.3 Regumallce Scour Database

The Regional Ice Scour Database (Geonautics, 1989) gives a mean scour width of 34 m

for the Uibrador Shelf, while the mean scour width for the Makkovik and Hanison Banks

is 28.8 m. For comparison, the Regional Ice Scour Database gives a scour width of 29.6

m for the Grand Banks in water depths less than 90 m. A more recenl assessment of

scour width on the Grand Banks in water depths less than 90 m indicates a mean scour

widthof22.1 m(pERD,2000).

6.2.4 Gralld Banks ScQur Widtlis

The distribution of scour width in the White Rose scour study (C-CORE, 200lb) is

shown in Figure 64. The mean scour width in the White Rose study area is 24.9 m (492

values). The mean pit size, defined in the White Rose study as the mean of the pit width

and length, is 57m (178 values). The mean pit width is 43.8 m. If the greatest dimension

is used, as in the DIGS project, a mean value of 71.1 m is obtained. The designation of

pits in the Grand Banks Scour Catalog is not strictly according to the length/width ratio

(Pat Campbell, Canadian Seabed Research, personal communication), as with the DIGS

study, but also is based on feature morphology (i.e. appearance of benns, etc.). If the pit

features with length/width ratio of2 or greater are eliminated (21%) then the mean of the

maximum pit dimension is 55.5 m. Regardless, both scour and pit widths on the Grand

Banks appear to be greater than those on the Makkovik Bank.
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Figure 64 Distribution of scour widths in White Rose study area (from C-CORE. 200lb)
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6.3 Scour Length

The mean scour length is required to calculate the frequency al which scoun; cross over

subsea SlIUClures or pipelines. The interpretation of scour length is complicated by the

truncation of scoun; by the edge of the mosaics, which lower the average scour length.

However. for larger mosaics this has less influence on the mean scour length.

6.3.J DIGS MosaiC!

Scour lengths were tabulated for three of the four DIGS mosaics. The mean scour

lengths for the Anastasia. Benhu and Repetitive Mapping mosaics are 290m. 185m and

317 m, respectively. Examination of the mosaics indicated thatlt significant number of

scours were truncated by the edge of the mosaics. This is not surprising. given that these

mosaics were relatively narrow (generally less than 2 km) compared to their lengths. It

was concluded mat the scour length data from me DIGS mosaics would underestimate

the mean scour length.

An analysis of scanned images of the DIGS mosaics was attempted in order to perfonn

an independent assessment of scour length. While it was possible to identify where a

scour crossed near the center of individual side-scan swaths. where the quality of the

image was the highest. following individual scours from swath to swath was nol possible

except for the largest and most prominent scours. This clearly would have resulted in an

biased representation of scour length, therefore this endeavor was abandoned.
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6.3.2 Bjartli Mosaic

The Bjami mosaic covered the largest area of all the mosaics from the Makkovik Bank.

The mosaic for the Bjami site is a line-drawing traced from the side-scan swaths. The

mosaic was scanned and digitized to obtain the scour length distribution. The average

scour length detennined in this manner was 469m. Of the 177 scours shown on this

mosaic at least 27 were truncated by the edge of the mosaic, however this was difficult to

detennine assess since the edge of the mosaic was not well-defined. In order to assess

the effect of scour truncalion, a zone was defined within the mosaic where there was a

high degree of confidence that no scours were truncated (Figure 65) and scours with both

endpoints outside this zone were excluded. Scour features with length/width ratios of 2

or less (defined as pits in the DIGS study) were excluded. The mean scour length for the

remaining scours was 542 m. The distribution of these scour lengths are shown in Figure

66. If scours with length/width ratios less than 5 (which tends to be a lower bound value

for scours on the Grand Banks) are discarded, then the mean scour length is 610 m.

6.3.3 North Bjorni Mosaic

The North Bjami mosaic, also a line-drawing traced from the side-scan swaths, was

scanned and digitized using the same procedure employed for the Bjami mosaic. The

North Bjami mosaic covers less area the Bjami mosaic, but no depth cutoff was used so

more scours were included on the mosaic. The mean scour length for this mosaic is

281m. Of the 212 scours, at least 37 are truncated by the edge of the mosaic. Given the

relatively low mean scour length and the likely influence of scour truncation, these data

were disregarded.
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Figure 65 Bjami mosaic showing digitized scour marks and area sampled for scour
length
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~igure 66 Scour length distribution from sampled area within Bjami mosaic
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6.3.4 Grand Banks DaJo

1l\e distribution of scour lengths measured in the White Rose study area (C-CORE.

2001 b) is shown in Figur-e 67. 11le mean scour length is 588m. An analysis of the effect

of scour length truncation suggested that a mean scour length of 650 m was more

represcnlath·e for the sludy area (C-CORE. 200la). For the entire Grand Banks region,

the mean scour length is 622m, based on 2910 rccOl'ds (PERD, 2000). No significanl

relalionship was noted between scour length and water depth.

The agreement between the Grand Banks mean scour [englh and the mean scour length in

the Bjami mosaic is reasonably good. There are two rc:lsons why scour length would be

expected to be longer on Ihe Grand Bank Ihan on the Makkovik Bank. First. observed

iceberg drift speeds on the Grand Banks (o:O.34m1s) are higher than those on the

Makkovik Bank (-o.24m1s) and would be expected 10 produce longer scour lengths.

Also. seabed slopes on the Grand Banks in the vicinity of lhe White Rose (0.1%) and

Hibernia (0.06%) developmenlS are less than those generally seen on the Makkovik Bank

(generally 0.15% and greater). These factors considered, a mean scour length of 600 m

on the MilloYk Bank is a reasonable estimate and was used for the risk analysis.
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Figure 67 Scour length distribution in White Rose study area (from C-CORE, 2001 b)
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6A Scour Depth

The scour depth distribulion is required to delermine the proportion of scours that

penelnlte deep enough imo the seabed (0 damage a pipelioc Ol" installation placed below

the mudlioc. Scour depth is easily the most comentious aspect of iceberg scour risk. In

interpreting scour depth data. the aspect that is most oflen overlooked is the number of

scours below the resolution of the measuring system and the resulting influence of the

overall depth distribution. This effect was considered in establishing a scour depth

distribution for the risk analysis.

6.4.1 Bjami Survey

The scour depths reported in the Bjami survey (Geomarine, 1976) are a sub-sample of the

overall population. Scour slatiSlics derived by Geomarioc from this survey were based

only on scours with depths equal 10 or greater than I m. Therefore, in order to determine

the octual distribution of scour depths il was necessary to account for the proportion of

scours below 1m in depth.

The mosaic produced from the survey was a line drawing tmeed from the sidescan

records. There is insufficient information in this drawing to reliably make the distinction

between pits and scours. An initial attempt to discern between pit and scour features

based on length to width ratio, as was used in the DIGS study, revealed no significant

difference in the depth or width distribution. Therefore, no distinction between pit and

scour features will be made in the depth analysis. The extreme scour depths (i.e. over 4
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m) were associated with very shon features or with the tenninus of longer scour features.

suggesting that these are all pit features.

Of !he 310 scour/pit depths recorded by the Raytheon 719 echo sounder employed during

the survey, only to had depths less than I m, with a minimum value of 0.5 m. An

analysis of the mosaic revealed a total of 231 scour features, with many of the longer

scours having more than one associated scour depth measurement. It is worth mentioning

that the longer scours often had depths that were below resolution during some (if not the

majority) of {he occasions when the ship's track crossed the scour. Obviously. if depth

measurements were availllbic on these occasions and combined with the other depth

measurements for those scours. the result would be an overall lower mean scour depth.

The mean recorded scour depth (excluding those less than I m) is 1.48 m. The

distribUlion of these is shown in Figure 68.
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To detennine the actual distribution of scour depth, it was assumed that the overall depth

distribution was exponential. This is generally considered to be the case for iceberg

scours (PERD, 2(00) and has been noted for scours caused by ice pressure ridges in the

Beaufort Sea (Lewis, 1977; Pilkington and Marcellus, 1981). In order to assess the effect

of the I m scour cutoff, a series of exponentially-distributed scour depth populations

(mean depths of 0.1 to 0.9 m) were generated and, for each population, the mean of the

scour depths 0:=1 m was calculated. The result of this analysis is shown in Figure 69 (top).

A mean scour depth of 0.6 m produces the observed mean scour (1.48 m) when gouges

less than 1 m are dropped. This result was produced using scour depths that were

rounded to the nearest 0.25 m, as was the original data. If the sour depths are not

rounded, the mean scour depth required to produce a truncate<! mean of 1.48 m is 0.48 m.

Figure 69 (middle) also shows the proportion of sub-resolution scours in the overall scour

population. According to this method, approximately 75% of the scours were not

documented. Figure 69 (bottom) shows a comparison of the documented scour depth

population and a scour depth population with a mean of 0.6 m, rounded to 0.25 m, with

values less than 1 m truncated. It can be seen that the distribution agrees fairly well with

the observed distribution.

Several samples of side-scan and profiler data were included in the Geomarine (1980)

report, of which two have been included. Figure 70 shows seven well-defined features,

of which six cross Ihe ship's track. Close examination of the side-Scan suggests there are

other, less well-defined features, which have not been included. Of the six well·defined
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features crossing the ship's track. depths were recorded for three (b, c, and g). Features b

and c are clearly pit features. Lines drawn on the profile show the interpreted depths.

Close examination of the profile for feature g suggests that both the width and depth may

have been overestimated. Figure 71 shQws anOl:her sample with seven well-defined

features, of which silt cross Ihe ship's track. Of the six features, only one (c) was

considered of sufficiem clarity and depth to be included as a documented scour. Thus,

for this limited sample of twelve scours, 67% were sub-resolution (less than 1m).

An alternate estimation of the proportion of sub-resolution scours may be obtained using

scour rccords from the North Bjarni survey (Gcomarinc, 1980). Scour depth data from

this survey were not recorded, however a mosaic was produced in which the better-

defined scours wen: traced. TIle North Bjarni survey was close to the Bjami survey and

in a similar water depth range (150-158 m for North Bjarni, 130-165 m for Bjarni). The

area co\'ered by the North Bjami survey was approximately 12.2 km1
• A tOl:al of 212

scours were shQwn in the mosaic. Since the Bjami survey covered 134.7 km2, it can be

reasonably assumed that there should have been 2340 scours visible, assuming the same

scour density. Since 231 scour features with depths <!:I m were rccon:led, it could be

argued that the recorded scours represent only 10% of the total scour population. When it

is considered that only the better-defined scours were shown in the North Bjarni mosaic,

this suggesls that the approach used for analyzing the Bjami scour depths is conservative

and the mean scour depth may, if fact, be less.
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Figure 69 Methodology for correcting for sub"fCsolution scours: (top) calculating mean
scour depth. (middle) determining proponion of sub-resolution scours, and
(bottom) a comparison of measured and modeled scour depths
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Figure 70 Side-scan and sounder data from Bjarni survey (Geomarine, 1976) in which
three (b, c and g) of six features crossed by the ship's track was documented
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Figure 71 Side-scan and sounder data from Bjami survey (Geomarine, 1976) in which
only one (e) of six scours crossing the ship's track was documenled
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6.4.2 DIGS Mosiou

The scour depth measurements from the DIGS project are the best available data for the

Makkovik Bank. 1be scour dala discussed here are given in Appendix 10 of lhe DIGS

repon. Scour depth data were presented in two ways: (I) analyses of the mosaics were

used to tabulate individual scour features which were classified with respect: to scour

fealUre type, orientation (if applicable), length and depth and (2) measured depths of

scour fealUI'es crossed by the ship's track were tabulated on an event-by.event basis

without any classification regarding fealUre type (scour or pit). Table 21 summarizes the

scour depth data from the mosaics. There are far fewer depth data values given for the

mosaics than for the lines. There was no detailed analysis for the Gladys mosaic, which

covered the largest area. Table 22 summarizes the depth data from the tracks. Due to the

limited number of scour depths associated with the first daU! set, the analysis of scour

depths from the DIGS project was based on the track data, with the understanding that

these data include both scour and pit depths.

Mean(m S.D.(m
0.94 0.55
0.66 0.34
1.19 0.55

0.95 0.54

Benha 92 5
Anastasia III 7

All 444 31

Table 21 Scour Depth Data from Mosaics

Mosaic Total ScOUB De hs R ned
Re tilive Ma in 241 19

Glad~ No mosaic data for Gladys Mosaic

It is worth noting that some of the scours in the mosaic data were broken down into

segments for which depths were recorded. If this is tuken into account and the segment

depth values for each scour arc avcraged, the number of scour depths drops to 25, with a

mean of 0.93 m.
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Table 22 Scour Feature Depth Data from Tracks

Mosaic Scour/Pit De ths Mean (m)
Re titive Ma in 102 1.16
Bertha 52 0.83
Anastasia 38 I,ll
Glad s 209 1.01
All 401 1.04

S.D. (m)
0.76
052
0.61
0.75
0.72

Based on the ratio of length to width (W/L ~ 2), an additional 204 features in the

Repetitive Mapping, Bertha and Anastasia mosaics were classified as pits. However, in

the mosaic data, only one pit depth (15m, in the Anastasia mosaic) was reported.

Initially, the analysis of scour depth data from the DIGS project will consider the data set

as a whole. Figure 72 shows the distribution of the scour feature depths measured from

the track data. It can be seen that the distribution of depths scour depths does not follow

an exponential distribution. However, the decrease in the number of measured scour

depths less than 0.4 m is very likely due to the resolution of the profiling system used in

the survey. According to Woodworth-Lynas (1992), the resolution of the Huntec system

used to measure the scour feature depths was approximately 0.25 to 0.30 ill. Thus, an

analysis of the scour depth distribution should consider scour depths greater than the

resolution of the profiling system since interpreted scour depths less than this would be

considered unreliable. The depth distribution of scour features ~.4 m deep is shown in

Figure 73. The mean scour depth is 1.12 ill (364 measurements), with a standard

deviation of 0.7 m and a maximum of 4.2 m.
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Initially. the same approach used to detennine the number of sub-resolution scours for the

Bjami survey was employed. Exponential scour depth populations were generated with

the mean varying from 0.1 to 0.9 m. Scour depths were rounded (0 the nearest 0.1 m (as

was Ihe majority of the DIGS data) and (he mean of the scour depths ~.4 m was

calculaled. As shown in Figure 74 (lOp), Ihe mean scour depth thaI would produce a

truncated mean of 1.12 m is 0.77 m. As shown in Figure 74 (middle), approximately

40% of the scour population would be expected to be below the 0.4 m cutoff. Figure 74

(bottom) shows a comparison of the measured scour feature depths with a scour depth

population of 0.77 m. rounded to the nearest 0.1 m, which indicates a fairly good

agreement. Repeating the process with a cutoff of 0.5 m, rather than 0.4 m, yielded a

mean scour depth of 0.75 m, which was consistent with results using a cutoff of 0.4 m.
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Figure 72 Distribution of all scour feature depths measured during DIGS project
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Figure 73 Distribution of scour feature depths;W.4 m measured during DlGS project
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Figure 74 Methodology for correcting for sub-resolution DIGS scours: (top) calculating
mean scour depth, (middle) detennining proponion of sub-resolution scours,
3rJd (bollom) a comparison of measured and modeled scour depths
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An alternate approach for detennining the influence of sub-resolution scours was

conducted using the side-scan mosaics directly. The scour mosaics were analyzed to

detennine the number of scours that crossed the ship's tracks. It was also possible to

detennine the corresponding water depth and soil type corresponding to each scour

feature. Table 23 shows the number of scour features that were counted for each mosaic,

along with the number of scour features tabulated in the DIGS repon, and the associated

mean depth. The resolution of the Huntec profiling system is 0.25 to 0.30 01, so the depth

of ell-cess scours (scours in ell-cess of the tabulated number of scours) was conservatively

estimated to be 0.30 m. This allowed an "adjusted" mean to be calculated. The adjusted

mean scour depth (,u.,) was calculated as follows:

J1.a :;::; (j1..,!V", + O.3(Noor N",))I N oo, (6.1)

where N", is the number of scour feature depths measured during the surveys, 11", is the

mean of the measured depths, and Nob> is the number of scour features observed in

mosaics to cross the ship's tracks. This is essentially a weighted mean.

Table 23 Adjusted Scour Depths from DIGS Survey Based on Manually Tabulated
Track Crossings

Mosaic
Track Tabulated Scour Mean Depth "Adjusted"
CrossinlJS Features (DIGS) m) Mean(m)

R~itiveMannlnp.- 255 102 1.16 0.64
Benha 88 52 0.83 0.61
Anastasia 116 38 1.11 0.57
Glad s 427 209 1.01 0.65
All 886 40J 1.04 0.64
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1ne analysis of the DIGS mosaics involved a careful visual examination of bOlh paper

copies of the mosaics and scanned images upon which the ship's tracks WCR:

superimposed. 1lle mosaics weR: scanned on a large black and white scanner at a

resolution of 200 dpi (the besl available for scanning large charts). and thus were not

ideal for identifying scours crossing the Ship's tracks. However, using a digitizing

routine, the images were useful for dctennining the boundaries of the mosaics, the extent

of lhe various sediment types and the locations of the various bathymetric contours.

Likewise. the localions wileR: scour features were seen to cross the ship's tracks were

recorded using a variation of the digitizing routine. Fealures thai were counted were

those that were clearly visible and intersected the ship's track. Other less distinct features

were not labulated. The quality of the copies of the mosaic were not high, and better

quality prints might have allowed greater numbers of crossings to tabulated. Figure 75 to

Figure 78 show where scour crossings of ship's tracks were identified.

It must be poinled out that the scour depths labulated in the DIGS study were derived

from the echo sounder records. not the mosaics. The limiting faclOCS for the number of

scour depths identified from the depth sounder were the aclual number of scours, their

depth distribution and the ~Iution of the inslIUment. Track crossings reported hett

were derived from the mosaics. The limiting factors for the number of track records

recorded from the mosaic were the actual number of scours, the quaJity of the side-scan

record and the quality of the reproduction of the mosaic.
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Figure 75 AnaSlasia mosaic obtained during DIGS study showing bathymetry, sediment
types and localions of scour crossings of ship's track
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Figure 76 Repetitive Mapping mosaic obtained during DIGS study showing bathymetry,
sediment types and locations of scour crossings of ship's track
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Figure 77 Bertha mosaic obtained during DIGS study showing bathymetry, sediment
types and locations of scour crossings of ship's track
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Gladys Moslac

Figure 78 Gladys mosaic obtained during DIGS study showing bathymetry, sediment
types and locations of scour crossings of ship's track
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Table 24 shows the combined depth data for all mosaics analyzed according to soil type.

Table 25 shows the combined depth data for all mosaics analyzed according to water

depth. Table 26 shows the mean scour depth for the surveys, broken down by sediment

type and water depth. The mean uncorrected scours depths in the Labrador Shelf Drift

are shallower than those seen in the other two sediment types, however the corrected

depth is greater because fewer crossings were identified in the mosaics. In almosl all

cases. the clarity of the side-scan mosaic on the Labrador Shelf Drift is worse than for

adjacent sediment types on Ihe same mosaic. This was particularly evident in the Gladys

mosaic. where the number of track crossings counted from the mosaic was less than the

number of depth measurements documented in the DIGS report (although this mosaic

was dark, further compounding the problem).

There appears to be a positive correlation between corrected scour depth and water depth.

However, shallow scours in water depths less than 110 m could be due to infilling of

scours due to sediment transpolt. The contrast in the density of scour/ship track crossings

in shallow water versus deeper water in the Bertha and Repetitive Mapping mosaics

would seem to support this. Deeper scours observed in water depths beyond 170 m could

be due 10 a couple of reasons. Scours in deeper water could be relict scours. and

therefore not be representative of modem scours. Alternatively, there mllY have been

sensor resolution issues associated with deeper water depths. The Repetitive Mapping

mosaic (the only mosaic covering these water depths) was indistinct in water depths

greater than 170 m, limiting the number of track crossings that could be identified.
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A mean corrected scour depth of 0.62 m was seen in the 110 to 170 m water depth range.

For all water depths. a mean corrected scour depth of 0.64 m was seen. The average

corn:cted scour depth for me different soil types was 0.66 m. A mean scour deplh of 0.64

m was selected as the result of this analysis.

Table 24 Scour Deplh from DIGS Profiler Data and Examination of Mosaics, according
to Soil Type

Scour Deplhs M,~ Standard T""k Revised
Soil Type Measured Depth Deviation Crossings Mean Depth

DIGS) (m (m Visible (m
Labrador Shelf Drift 125 0.94 0.74 177 0.75
Soiraa Sand 108 1.18 0.73 255 0.67
Oeovik Silt 168 1.01 0.67 454 0.56

Table 25 Scour Depth from DIGS Profiler Data and ElI.3mination of Mosaics, according
10 Water Depth

Water Depth
Scour Depths Mean Standard T""k Revised
Measured Depth Deviation Crossings Mean Depth

Range(m)
(DIGS) m (m) Visible (m

80-90 2 0.60 0.28 5 0.42
91).100 6 0.70 0.30 10 0.54
100-110 29 0.64 0.47 37 0.56
110-120 I' 1.06 0.59 3. 0.66
120-130 70 l.OI 0.69 140 0.66
130-140 140 0.97 0.68 254 0.67
140-150 76 J.I1 0.77 2.1 0.51
150-160 I' 1.24 0.86 40 0.75
160-170 21 1.10 0.55 30 0.86
170-180 • 1.70 0.67 21 0.90
180-190 7 1.81 1.04 10 1.36
190-200 2 0.65 0.21 6 0.41
200-210 1 3.50 NIA 0 NIA
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Table 26 Scour Depth from DIGS Profiler Data and Examination of Mosaics, According
to Water Depth and Soil Type

XSoil
Water Scou, M,~ Trn<' Revised

TYJ"
IXpth IX",,' IXpth Crossings M= Comments
(m Measured (m) Visible m)

Labrador 110.120 8 0.99 12 0.76 Scours in Soirnq
Shelf Drift 120-130 13 1.29 30 0.73 Sand very distinct

j Soirnq
120-130 0 0.00 I NfA but lack clarily in
130-140 12 0.98 41 0.50 Labrador Shelf

S~d
140-150 , 1.18 32 0.44 Drift.

Labrador
100-110 21 0.62 24 0.58 Entire mosaic

Shelf Drift 110.120 8 1.23 14 0.83 very dark. Scours
120-130 I 1.00 4 0.48 in areas not

Qeovik
110-120 0 0.00 2 N/A covered by sand

~ 120-130 12 0.93 2. 0.56 ripples reasonably
,lI Silt

130-140 10 0.79 " 0.63 distinct.

Labrador
120-130 36 0.93 33 NfA Entire mosaic

Shelf Drift
130-140 28 0.97 28 NfA very dark. Scours
140-150 1 3.00 7 0.6. on Labrador Shelf

.g.. Soiraq
120-130 7 l.ll 10 0.87 Drift extremely
130.140 82 0.95 144 0.68 difficullto5 Sand 14Q.ISO " 1.12 205 0.52 distinguish.

80-90 2 0.60 5 0.42 Scours on
90-100 6 0.70 6 0.70 Labrador Shelf

Labrador I()()..IIO I 0.40 I NfA Drift are difficult
Shelf Drift 110.120 0 0.00 3 NfA to distinguish.

120.130 0 0.00 7 NfA
130-140 0 0.00 3 NfA

Soiraq
90-100 0 0.00 4 NfA Soiraq Sand

I()()..IIO 7 0.71 12 0.54 scours lack
S~d

110-120 0 0.00 2 NfA clarity,areassec:m

1l0.120 3 0.80 6 0.55 "washed out"

120-130 1 0.80 26 0.32
Scours in 120-13()..140 8 1.36 23 0.67

i!' 14()..ISO 15 0.94 47 0.51 170m range in

'& Qeovik 150-160 I. 1.25 40 0.75
Qeovik Silt are

i Silt 160-170 21 1.10 30 0.86
distinct, however
they indistinct

~ 170-180 • 1.70 21 0.90 below 170m,

! 180-190 7 1.81 10 1.36 worsening with
190-200 2 0.65 6 0.42 depth.
200-210 I 3.50 0 NfA
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6.4.3 Grand Ballks Scour Depths

Grand Banks scour depths, specifically those documented in the White Rose study

(C-CORE, 2001b) are wonh considering since they represent the most recent and

accurate measurements of scour depth and are a legitimate basis of comparison for scours

on the Makkovik Bank in similar water depth ranges and soil types. The water depth

range in the White Rose study region is 110-140 m and the seabed is comprised primarily

of sand with gravel patches.

Scour depth records were extracted from the Grand Banks Scour Catalog (GBSC) for an

area representative of White Rose (see Figure 61). If only measured scour depths were

considered, the mean of the 132 measured scour depths in the White Rose study region

was 0.5m. However, approximately 2/3 of the scours for which depth measurements

were attempted were below the system resolutions (either 0.5, 0.3 or O.lm, depending on

the source). These scours were rJndomly assigned scour depths between zero and the

system resolution. The resulting distribution, with a mean of O.34m, is shown in Figure

79.

A total of 65 pit depths were also recorded in the White Rose study area. The mean pit

depth was I.lm, with a maximum measured of 5.2m. The distribution of pit depths also

followed an exponential distribution.
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Figure 79 Scour depth distribution from White Rose study region (from C-CORE,
2001 b)
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6.4.4 Scour Depths from Regionallu Scour Database

The Regional Ice Scour Dalabase (GeonaUlics, 1989) gives a mean scour depth of 1.35 m

for the Labrador SheJr and 1.6 m for the Makkovik and Harrison Banks. For comparison,

a mean scour depth of 0.9 m was given foc the Grand Banks in water deplhs less than 90

m and 1.4 m in water depths greater Ihan 90 m. The obvious discrepancy between Grand

Banks scour depths from the GBSe and the Regional Ice Scour Database clearly

indicates thai scour depth values from Ihe Regional Ice Scour Database are biased. This

example illustrates the danger of using iceberg scour depth data without accounting for

the effect of sensor resolution.

6.4.5 Scour Depth Distribution for Risk Anolysis

Fitting an exponential distribution to the scour depth data from the Bjami and DIGS

surveys yielded mean scour depchs of 0.60 m and 0.77 m. respectively. Inspection of the

DIGS mosaics indicated a mean scour depth of 0.64 m. The average of these values is

0.67 m. This value should be increased to aceoum for the effect of sediment infill.

Gaskill (1985) suggested a correction factor of 1.07 for the Grand Banks, based on

simulations of infill for scour with exponemial depth distributions. Given that sedimenl

infill rates may be faster on the Makkovik Bank (although nO( likely 10 be substantially

higher in the waler depths considered) a corrected mean scour depth of 0.75 will be

adopted. Therefore, an exponential depth distribution with a mean of 0.75 m will be used

for the pipeline risk analysis.
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6.5 Scour Riseup

The scour riseup is the difference in water depth at the beginning and end of a scour. A

decrease in waler depth is implied, however scours have been noted to scour both up and

down slopes. Scour riseup is not a factor in !he grounding model or the pipeline risk

analysis, however il was used in the PelIO-Canada (1983) study 10 determine the

proponion of iceberg keels that would scour over a pipeline, and thus will be given some

consideration.

Woodwonh-Lynas ct al. (1986) analyzed a number of sidescan mosaics and scour maps,

as well as iceberg track data, to assess scour riseup. A maximum scour riseup of 15 m

was determined from seabed records, while a maximum scour riseup of 45 m was

inferred from iceberg track data. As shown in Table 27, the majority of scours did nol

have a measurable riseup. within the limitations of the available bath}welric data. This

would imply a mean riseup less than I m. Although scour truncation by the edge of the

mosaic would playa role, it would 001 be expected to significantly increase the mean

riseup. An analysis of iceberg If8Cks on the Makkovik Bank indicated 25 scouring

icebergs, of which 20 had riscups greater than 2 m, with a maximum riseup of 45 m. The

shonest interpreted scour was 2.5 kIn, while the longest was 96.25 kIn. An analysis of

iceberg tracks on the Saglek Bank indicated 21 scouring bergs. all of which had riseups in

excess of I ro, with a maximum of 35 m. The minimum interpreted scour track was 2.5

km, while the longest was 220 km. The obvious discrepancy between riseups interpreted

from seabed surveys versus iceberg tracks suggests that, at least with respect 10 mean
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riscups. a higher degree: of confidence would be associated with riscups inlerpreted from

seabed sUl"Yeys.

Table 27 Scour Riseup Inlerpreted from Seabed Surveys (Woodworth-Lynas et al.. 1986)

Site Latitude Total Measurable Maximum
Scours RiscUD RiscUD

Hekja 620W' N 775 482: 1 m 4.5m
Rm 59°IO'N 327 482:0.5 m 3.25m
SaJlJekEast 61°45'N 532 IOl2:1m 13.5m
Sai!JekWest 62°15'N 265 712:lm 7.5m
Icebefll. Caroline 59"2I'N 305 5O>O.5m 4.0m
Nain Bank 57OJ7'N 22 182:0,5m 4.5m
a'ami 55OJO'N 300 882:lm 15m
North Bjarni 55°35'N 219 222:lm 3m
Snoni 57°20'N 697 2852:0,5 m 12.5m
DBWellsite 54°45'N 43 242:lm ---
East Harrison 55°16'N 108 232: I m 7m
Hibernia East 46°44' N 10 22:lm ---

Based on an analysis of the DIGS mosaics. Hodgson et al. (1988) reponed a mean riseup

of 1.8 m, with a maximum in excess of 25 m (239 scours). Again, it is acknowledged

that scour truncation by the edge of the mosaics could result in a higher mean riseup,

A review of the White Rose scour data indicates a mean scour riseup of 0.46 m (664

records. 448 S I m riseup). The maximum riseup recorded in the White Rose area is II

m. The mean riseup for scours with lengths of a least I km is 1.7 m (81 records. 72 2: I

m riseup). This agrees with the other mean riseup values determined from seabed

records, suggesting that the mean riscup for the Makkovik Bank is less than 2 m.
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6.6 Comparison With Petro-Canada (1983) Scour Parameters

The scour depth distribution used for the Petro-Canada (1983) iceberg scour risk analysis

was assumed to be exponential with a mean of 1,45 m. The scour distribution that will be

used for the estimation of iceberg scour risk is exponential, with a mean of 0.75 m.

Figure 80 shows a comparison of the probability of exceeding specified scour depths,

based on these two mean values. As can be seen in Figure 80, the probability of

exceeding a 2.5 m scour depth is reduced by a factor of 5 for a 0.75 m mean scour depth,

versus a IA5 rn mean scour depth.

The Petro-Canada (1983) risk analysis used scour riseup to detennine the proportion of

the iceberg population that would scour over a pipeline segment. Based on maximum

observed riseups (10 m), it was assumed that the proportion of icebergs that could scour

over a pipeline segment was equal to the proportion of icebergs with drafts greater than

the water depth and less than the water depth plus 10 m. However, a reasonable number

to use, rather than the maximum riseup (which exceeds 10 m) would be the mean riseup.

If the mean riseup had been used, the crossing rate would have been reduced by a factor

of5 to 10.
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RISK ANALYSIS

7.1 Introduction

The pipeline risk analysis can be broken down into three stcps: (I) calculation of the rate

at which scours are fonned per unit area of seabed, (2) evaluation of the resulting number

of scours that cross ovcr thc pipeline, and (3) detcnnining the proportion of scours

crossing the pipeline that cause damage. For the risk analysis, the pipelines were broken

down into 0.5 km segments and the risk was evaluated for each segment, with the total

risk being the sum of the risks for the segments.

7.2 Analysis Procedure for Scour Rate

For each pipelinc segment. the grounding rate was calculated from the areal density of

icebergs, the mean iceberg drift speed. the distribution of iceberg drift directions, the

magnitude and direction of the seabed slope, and the proportion of the iceberg keels in a

I m increment above the seabed (which was a function of the watcr dcpth and the iceberg

draft distribution). Whcre insufficient iceberg drift track infonnation existcd to

detennine the distribution of drift direction. a unifonn distribution was assumcd. The

calculated grounding rate was assumed to be equal to the scour rate, which has been

shown to be a reasonable assumption using Grand Banks data.

7.3 Analysis Procedure for Pipeline Crossing Frequency

The frequency of scours passing over each pipeline segment was detcrmined from the

scour rate calculated for each segment, the length of the pipeline segment, and the mean
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scour length. Since scour orientation was unknown for a large proportion of the pipeline

routes, pipeline failure rates were based on a uniform distribution of scour orientation.

7.4 Pipeline Failure Criteria

Once the frequency at which iceberg scours occur over the various pipeline segments was

been established, the pipeline failure rate per segment was detennined by multiplying the

scour crossing frequency by the proportion of scours that penetrate deep enough into the

seabed to cause damage to the pipeline. The scour depth required for pipeline damage

has previously been assessed using pipelineJiceberg contact or an analysis of the effect

sub-scour soil deformations.

7.4.1 Iceberg Keel/Pipeline Contact

The contact criterion for pipeline damage requires that the scouring iceberg keel directly

contacts the pipeline. This was the same criterion used during the original Petro-Cantlda

(1983) analysis and was typical of many of the earlier studies addressing pipeline burial

depths (Marcellus and Morrison, 1986). The probability of this event is detennined

directly from the scour depth distribution. For the base case presented here, the

probability an exponential distribution with a mean of 0.75 m (mean scour depth)

exceeding 2.5 m (pipeline cover) is 3.6%. This value is very sensitive to the mean scour

depth. For example. mean scour depths of 1.45 m and 0.5 m give probabilities of 17.8%

and 0.7%, respectively of exceeding 2.5 m.
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7.4.2 SCOl/r Deptll Plus Sub-Scour Allowance

PRISE (Pressure Ridge Ice Scour Experiment) was used to establish soil reaction fon;;es

and soil defonnations beneath scours (Clark et aI., 1998; Woodworth-Lyoas et aI., 1996).

This work was used to develop and calibrate a finite element model to determine the

response of a pipeline below a scouring iceberg or ice ridge keel (Kenny et aI., 2000).

This model has been used to detennine appropriate sub-scour pipeline clearances for risk

analyses of pipelines on the Grand Banks. For the White Rose pipeline risk analysis (C-

CORE, 2001a), it was possible to meet the larget safety levels by considering scour

depths only up 0.5 ill depth. For scours up to this depth it was determined that an iceberg

keeUpipeJine crown clearance of 0.25 m was sufficient to protect the pipe from damage

due to sub-scour defonnations. For longer gas export pipelines (C-CORE, 2000), where

the total cumulative risk is longer and deeper scours must be considered to govern

pipeline burial depths, a more conservative iceberg keeUpipeline crown clearance equal

to the scour depth was used. The White Rose analysis was based on a series of finite

element analyses using specific pipeline and soil parameters, while the export pipeline

analysis considered a more general case. Given the lack of a detailed finite element

analyses for the Bjami pipelines, the more conservative I gouge depth clearance was

adopted as an approximation. Table 28 compares the failure criteria used with that

originally used by Petro-Canada (1983).

Table 28 Pipeline Failure Criteria used for Bjami Pipeline Risk Studies

Stud
Petro-Canada (1983
This Study

Pi lineFailureCritcria
Direct contact between iceber keel and i line
Clearance between scouring iceberg keel and pipeline
crown less than one scour de th
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7.5 Results

7.5.1 Preliminary Results

Initially, it was assumed that the pipelines would be trenched along the entire route in

sediment to achieve a uniform cover depth of 2.5 m. This was the burial depth assumed

in the initial Bjarni study (Petro-Canada. 1983). Figure 81 shows the water depth profile

for the Bjami pipeline and the annual scour crossing rate calculated per kilometer of

pipeline. The total annual number of pipeline crossings is 5.3, which equates to I

pipeline failure per year, assuming a I scour depth pipeline/iceberg keel clearance, or 1

every 5 years using the direct iceberg keeUpipeline contact criterion. As shown in Figure

81, a substantial ponion of the iceberg scour risk for the pipelines is accrued during the

shore approach ponion of the pipeline route just before entering the canyon where

pipelines are protected from iceberg scour. This ponion of the route, approximately 3 kIn

long. is on a steep slope ("'7%) in relatively shallow water (50-120 m). The combination

of Sleep slope and the higher proportion of iceberg keels in this water depth range

accounts for the high failure rates aJong this ponion of pipeline. However, as shown in

Figure 82, Ihis section of the route is rock. with no soil cover (Petro-Canada, 1983). This

was not considered in the Petro-Canada (1983) iceberg risk analysis, where a 2.5 m cover

depth was also assumed for this section of pipeline. Since rock is much stronger than ice,

iceberg keels contacting the seabed will not penetrale the surface. If the pipeline can be

placed below the surface of the rock. the threat of iceberg scour is eliminated. This could

be accomplished using blasting or specialized trenching equipment. Subsea power

conduits have been trenched 7.5 m into granite (hup:l/www.rocks3w.netlsubsea.htmlt
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Any further iceberg scour risk analysis assumes thaI this 3 km portion of the roUle is

trenched into rock.
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Figure 81 Preliminary risk analysis foc Bjami pipeline
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Figure 82 Geological cross-section of shore approach showing exposed rock slope
requiring trenching into rock (after Petro-Canada, 1983)
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7.5.2 ResuLts

Figure 83 to Figure 85 show the results for the three pipelines. Each figure indicates the

water depth along the pipeline roUle, the iceberg scour crossing rate per kilometer of pipe

and the pipeline failure rate.

Table 29 compares the total annual number of iceberg scours crossing each of the

pipelines with rates determined from the Petro-Cannda (1983) risk analysis. The results

from this analysis are approximately 20 times lower than the original analysis. The totaJ

pipeline crossings for the Pigging and Nonh Bjami pipelines are higher than for the

Sjami pipeline due to steeper seabed slopes. The original risk analysis (Petro-Canada,

1983) did not consider seabed slope and the difference in crossings rates between the

various routes was essentially a function of total route length and water depth.

Table 29 Total Pipeline Crossings Compared to Results from Petro-Canada (1983) Study

Pipeline Annual Pi line Scour Crossin s
Route This Anal sis Petro-Canada 1983
S·ami 1.00 25.78
Pi ·n 1.55 26.24
North S·ami 1.20 20.54
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Table 30 compares the annual failure rates from the present analysis with those from the

Petro-Canada (1983) analysis for the various pipeline rOlltes. The failllre rates predicted

from this analysis are 20 to 100 times lower to those from the Petro-Canada (1983)

analysis, depending on the criterion used for failure, The contact criterion has been

presented primarily for comparison with the original analysis. While the I scour depth

iceberg keel/pipeline crown clearance criteria is conservative, the use of a direct iceberg

keellpipeline contact criteria for pipeline failure would not now be considered an

acceptable basis for detennining pipeline burial depths. Lf a detailed finite analysis of

pipeline response were performed and combined with a gouge geometry distribution, the

failure rates would likely be lower than those predicted using the I gouge depth clearance

criterion.

Table 30 Annual Pipeline Failure Rates Compared to Results from Petro-Canada (1983)
Study (2.5m cover above crown of pipe)

Pipeline This Analysis Petro-Canada

It can be seen in Figure 83 to Figure 85 that the majority of risk is associated with steeper

slopes in the shallower portions of the route. Detailed bathymetry could be used to

optimize the pipeline route by avoiding steep slopes (except when necessary to get into

deeper water).
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Figure 86 shows the sensitivity of lhe results to the mean scour depth. Failure rates for

each of the pipelines decrease significantly with a decrease in mean scour depth. It is

likely that a high-quality seabed survey would result in decreased mean scour depths. A

constant cover depth of 2.5 m and the I gouge deplh clearance requirement was used to

generate these curves. Using a mean scour depth of 0.5 m (a value that could be used for

conservative risk calculations for lhe Grand Banks) more than doubles the mean time

belween pipeline failures compared to those obtained using a mean scour depth of 0.75

ffi. The upper range of the mean scour depth considered corresponds 10 the value used by

Pelro-Canada (1983).

Figure 87 shows me effect of varying cover depth. The resuhs shown are for the Bjami

pipeline and used the I scour depth clearance failure criterion. Varying the mean cover

depth has a more pronounced effecilis the mean gouge depth is decreased. The maximum

cover depth considered (4m) corresponds to the upper limit of mechanical trenching

systems (i.e. Rocksaw). Selectively trenching certain ponions of the pipeline deeper (if

technically feasible) where the risk is higher could be used 10 reduce overall risk. The

addilional cost associated with trenching cenain ponions of the pipeline deeper could be

recovered by reducing cover depths where the risk is low (i.e. in the deeper panions of

the marginallfOUgh). This could also be treated as an optimiz.ation exercise.

It should be noted that pits were not addressed as part of the risk analysis. There are

insufficient data, particularly depth data, to perfonn any reasonable assessment. The

uncertainty llssocillled with the c1assificalion of pit features is also an issue with regard to
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the Labrador seabed records. For the White Rose pipeline risk slUdy (C-CORE, 2oola)

pits accounted for approximately lO% of total risk. It is assumed that a similar

relationship would hold here.

Figure 86 Mean time between pipeline failures as a function of mean scour depth
(exponential distribution) using 2.5 m cover depth and 1 scour depth
clearance allowance
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Summary

The analysis presented in this thesis was conducted to assess the risk of iceberg scour

damage for gas pipelines on the Labrador Shelf. A pipeline network proposed for

transponing gas from known reserves on Ihe Makkovik Bank to Cape Harrison (Petro.

Canada, 1983) was assumed for the analysis. The approach used for the original iceberg

risk analysis was reviewed and the resulls were presented. A model was developed to

estimate iceberg grounding rates on the seabed. The model was tested and verified using

data from the Grand Banks, where iceberg parameters arc well..-established and iceberg

scour rates have been dctcnnined for a number of sites. The relationship between iceberg

grounding rates and pipeline scour crossing and failure mtes was presented. Data sources

for risk analysis parameters for the Makkovik Bank region were reviewed and analyzed

and appropriate input parameters for thc risk analysis were established. Pipeline failure

raleS were determined and compared to those obtained from the original analysis (petro

Canada, 1983). Pipeline failure rates were determined using a direct pipeline/iceberg

keel contact criterion, as in the original analysis, lIS well as a more stringent i-scour depth

cleamnce requirement between Ihe iceberg keel and the pipeline crown. The effects of

burial depth and mean scour depth on failure rates were considered.
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8.2 Conclusions

8.2.1 Grounding Model

The grounding model was found to produce reasonable estimates of iceberg scour rates

when applied to sites on the Grand Banks where scour rates have been established from

seabed records. Grounding rales were calculated for the Hibernia and White Rose sites

using iceberg density, drift speed and drift direction distribution, iceberg draft

distribution, and seabed slope and orientation. The model predicted grounding rates of

8xlO·4 groundings/kmllycar for Hibernia and 7xlQ-4 groundingslkm21ycar for Whi.tc

Rose, compared with scour rates of 4XI0-4 scourslkm2/year and IxlO·3 scourslkm2/year

detennincd from seabed surveys for Hibernia and White Rose. respectively. Due to the

uncertainties associaled with deriving scour rates from seabed records, a conservative

approach was laken and the grounding rate predicted by the grounding model was

assumed equal to the scour rate.

8.2.2 Iceberg Drift Velocity

Iceberg drift speeds and orientations were calculated for the Makkovik Bank region from

iceberg trajectory data collected during drilling operations. The mean drift speed from

these data was 0.24 mis, which was lower than the 0.34 mls value Iypical of the White

Rose/Hibernia area.

8.2.3 Iceberg Size and Draft Distribution

Iceberg waterline length observations from a variety of sources in the vicinity of, or on,

the Makkovik Bank were compared and considerable variation was observed between the
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various data sets. It was detennined that the iceberg waterline length distribution used

for the Grand Banks (exponential with a mean of 59 m) matched the distribution

observed during International lee Patrol aerial surveys, exceeded two other data sets

obtained during detailed aerial surveys but was less than that observed during iceberg

towing operations on the Makkovik Bank (although the lauer is justifiably considered to

be biased towards larger icebergs). Therefore, the iceberg waterline length distribution

used on the Grand Banks was used to generate the iceberg keel draft distribution for the

risk analysis.

8,2,4 Iceberg Frequellcy

Iceberg frequency data for the Makkovik Bank region were reviewed. A number of

International Ice Patrol aerial surveys conducted during the 1960's provided the best

coverage for the region. However, since the 1960's had relatively low iceberg

frequencies it was considered approprillte to apply a correction factor to reflect recent

iceberg numbers. Limited data for the region from the Canadian Ice Service were

consistent with those derived by the lIP. Given the uncertainty associated with iceberg

density values in the region, a conservative average annual density of 0.01 icebergslkm2

was adopted for use in the risk analysis.

8.2.5 Iceberg Scour Plan Dimem'ions

Iceberg scour plan dimensions (length and width) were analyzed from mosaics derived

from seabed surveys conducted on the Makkovik Bank and comparisons were made to

data from the Grand Banks. The mean scour width on the Makkovik Bank was observed
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to be 20 ill, compared to a mean scour width of 25 m for the Grand Banks. Establishing

the mean scour length was complicated by the truncation of scour by the edges of the

mosaics. However, an analysis of scour records from a large mosaic from the Bjami

wellsite indicates a mean scour length of 600 m, which agrees very well with estimates of

mean scour length on the Grand Banks.

8.2.6 Iceberg Scour Depth Distribution

Determining the scour depth distribution for the risk analysis required the assessment of

the effect of the resolution of the data from the original surveys. The survey used as the

basis for the original pipeline risk analysis, for example, reported almost no scour depths

less than I m due to limitations in the resolution in the depth sounder data. Corrected

scour depth distributions were determined from the available data by fitting exponenlial

distribution to the truncated data. An alternate approach was also used that compared the

number of reported scour depth measurements in the track line data with the number of

scours observed to cross the ship's tracks in the mosaics. The corrected scour depths

wcre detennined using the various data sets and approaches were averaged, and an

additional factor to account for sediment infilling was applied. A mean scour depth of

0.75 m was obtained and used for the risk analysis. This is substantially lower than the

1,45 m mean scour depth used in the original Petro-Canada (1983) study. The 0.75 m

value is still is still significantly higher than the various estimates of mean scour depth

that have been reported for the Grand Banks (0.34 m to 0.5 m). Detailed seabed surveys

on the Maltkovik Bank would very likely indicate shallower scour depthS those used in

this analysis.
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8.2.7 Balhymetric Considerations

Bathymetric dala for the study region were analyzed, and seabed slope and orientation

were detennined. In general, seabed slopes are sleeper on the Makkovik Bank than on

Ihe Grand Banks, and some steep slopes (>2%) are encountered along Ihe pipeline routes.

A shan section of the route on the shore approach is exposed rock and requires lrenching

or blasting into Ihe rock to shield the pipelines from iceberg keels.

8.2.8 Piptline Failure Ratts

The failure rales for !he \'arious pipelines dclennined from the risk analysis range depend

on the criteria used to define pipeline failure. A constanl cover dep(h of 2.5 m above !he

crown of the pipeline was used for the analysis. If il is assumed that pipeline failure

occurs when an iceberg scours deeper than half the cover depth. failure rates vary from I

every 3.5 years to 5.3 years for the three pipelines. If it is assumed thai pipeline failure

occurs when an iceberg scour exceeds the cover depth and direcl contact occurs between

the iceberg and the pipeline, failure rales vary from 18 to 28 years. A risk analysis based

on delailed finite elemenl modeling of soiVpipeline interaction below the scouring

icebergs would yield some inlCJ1I'lcdiate value. Deeper cover depths and lower mean

scour depths would increase the mean time belween pipeline failures. The failure rates

predicted from Ihis risk analysis are much lower than those from the original study thaI

predicted more than three failures per year for each of the pipelines at a cover depth of

2.5 m using the direct iceberg/pipeline contact failure criterion.
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8.3 R~ommcndations

The re£ommendations have been broken down according to issues that can be addressed

by additional research and analysis, by the collection of additional data, and by the

consideration of alternate development and operation alternatives for the proposed

pipeline network.

8.3.1 Research and Analysis and Modelling

A finite element analysis using specific pipeline lind soil properties would allow the

stmins developed in the pipe during scour events to be more accurately defined. The

results of the finite element analysis could be combined with a scour width/depth

distribution and pipeline scour crossing frequencies to obtain pipeline failure

probabilities.

A re-analysis of the original DIGS data, archived at the Bedford Institute of

Oceanography, would be very useful. This would allow the frequency of sub-resolution

scours to be assessed, allowing a better assessment of scour deplh. The scour data could

be compiled into a database, similar to the Grand Banks Scour Catalog, which would

fonn the basis for a new scour database for the Labrador Shelf. If any repeat surveys

were to be perfonned for any of these sites, this would be a valuable resource.

The grounding model does nOI account for the effects of bathymetric shielding. A

detailed iceberg drift model using environmental data specific w the Makkovik bank
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region could be combined with bathymetric data and iceberg charactcristics {o model

iceberg grounding events.

Additional physical modelling of iceberg scour proccsses and pipelinc response would

allow the finite element model used to predict pipeline response to be funher refined.

Centrifuge modeling of iccberg scour has been used to define soil defonnations below the

scour, but additional lest data would be useful. Additional centrifuge scour modeling

incorporaling an instrumented model pipelinc would be very useful; it would seem

reasonable the presence of Ihe pipeline would be an additional factor influencing soil

defonnations. Ideally, full scale modeling of a scour event over an instrumented pipeline

could be perfonned.

8.3.2 Data Collection

A better definition of iceberg scour depth distribution would have a significant impllct on

the risk of pipeline failure. The collection of high-quality seabed survey data in the study

region is strongly recommended. These data also could be compared with previous

surveys 10 detennine scour rates if the same areas were surveyed. The shore approach

region should also be surveyed to detcnnine scour parameter distributions and as a check

on the effectiveness of lhe canyon on the shore approach for shielding the pipelines from

the effects of iceberg scouring.

Ongoing monitoring of icebergs in the study area is recommended. Iceberg frequency is

poorly defined for the study area. Present datu are limited and there is currently very
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limited monitoring during the peak of the iceberg season. Data could be collected using

aerial surveys. satellites or shore-based radar. Shore-based radar would also be useful for

documenting iceberg drift velocities and potential grounding events. Detailed aerial

surveys would also provide a better assessment of the iceberg size distribution.

8.3.3 ~rational and IH'V~IDpm~nlAllernati'V~s

The elimination of the pigging pipeline would result in significant capital cost savings.

The possibility of alternate technologies regarding multi-phase flow enhancement could

potentially.eliminate the necessity of pigging. Alternatively. instead of using a pigging

pipeline. an AUV (Autonomous Underwater Vehicle) could be used to ferry pigging

spheres out to the site. The AUV could also be used to perform regular surveys of the

pipeline roule to assess the formation of new scours or to perform reconnaissance of

icebergs 10 determine if an iceberg has a draft deep enough to pose a risk 10 subsea

installations.

The use of alternate landfalls could be assessed. 1be flow of iceberg broadens below

Cape Harrison, causing a reduction in iceberg density. If the concurrent developmem of

the Gudrid sile were to be considered. a more southerly landfall could be used. Deep

water in the marginal trough would reduce or eliminate trenching requirements and a

subsea canyon at approximately S4°N latitude could be used for the final shore approach.

This canyon is oriented to the south-east. further enhancing its ability to shield pipelines

from iceberg scouring.
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